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Abstract
Trust has been a ubiquitous phenomenon in human lives. The phenomenon of trust
has been studied at various granularities over the centuries by various researchers en-
compassing all disciplines of academia. Historically, it has been witnessed that the
primary mode of studying trust has been surveying subjects and documenting the re-
sults. But the burgeoning electronic social media have provided us with the unique
opportunity of studying trust under a new perspective, which is known as computa-
tional trust. Computational trust is defined as the generation of trust between two
human actors mediated through computers. This is an active area of research due to
the proliferation of various socially rich datasets over the past decade. This includes
massively multi-player online games (MMOs), online social networks and various web
services, allowing actors to trust each other in an online virtual setting.
The first part of this thesis investigates various aspects affecting dyadic(or interper-
sonal) trust, i.e., trust between two actors. This includes formation, reciprocation and
revocation of trust. Taking into account various nuances of dyadic trust, this thesis
predicts the occurrence of these three phenomena in the datasets. Instead of looking
at these phenomena by itself, this thesis looks at this phenomena in conjunction with
social relations for better predictive modeling. One of the major requirements in trust
applications is identifying the trustworthy actors in the social networks which will be the
subject of investigation for the second part of this dissertation. An important factor in
the prediction of trust is an actor’s inherent ability to trust others and the perception
of the actor in the network. This thesis proposes a pair of complementary measures
that can be used to measure trust scores of actors in a social network using involvement
of social networks. Based on the proposed measures, an iterative matrix convergence
algorithm is developed that calculates the trustingness and the trustworthiness of each
actor in the network. Trustingness of an actor is defined as the propensity of an actor to
trust his neighbors in the network. Trustworthiness, on the other hand, is defined as the
willingness of the network to trust an individual actor. The algorithm runs in O(k×|E|)
time where k denotes the number of iterations and |E| denotes the number of edges in
the network. This thesis also shows that the algorithm converges to a finite value very
iv
quickly. Lastly, this thesis introduces the concept of “vulnerable paths” and identifies
those paths in a social network. Based on the hypothesis that these vulnerable paths
are imperative for influence flow, a new algorithm proposed in this thesis, exploits these
paths for better and more targeted viral marketing using trust scores. It is shown that
there is an improvement as high as 9% in identifying these paths using the proposed
algorithm than state of the art trust scoring algorithms.
This thesis makes the following contributions. It studies the generative mechanisms
of trust not in isolation, but in conjunction with the social processes(relations) around
trust. Whereas earlier studies were interested in looking at the cross-sectional view of
trust, this study investigates the longitudinal view of trust. Instead of looking only at
the dynamics of initiation of interpersonal trust, this study looks at the various other
dynamics such as reciprocation and revocation of interpersonal trust. This study also
exploits the negative feedback property in trust to propose computationally stable pair
of global trust measures, which can be used to measure the propensity of actors to
trust and be trusted in a network. Finally, this pair of scores is leveraged to be used
in various applications such as viral marketing, identification of “vulnerable paths” and
inoculation of a network from rumor spread.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Trust has been an ubiquitous phenomena in human lives. From time immemorial human
society has been based upon trust and social companionship [2, 3].The phenomena of
trust has been studied at various granularity over the centuries by various researchers
encompassing all fields of academia. It has been studied in great detail from varied
disciplines like philosophy [4], social psychology [5], journalism & mass communications
[6] and various areas of scientific research [7] like cognitive sciences [8] and trust mediated
by computers [9, 10]. In the recent past, trust mediated by computers, better known
as computational trust has been the focus of a lot of studies. Most notable among
them are the theses by Marsh [10], Golbeck [9] and Ahmad [11]. In the area of trust
propagation, researchers have investigated trust metrics motivated by the spreading
activation strategies [12] and attack-resistance [13]. In the field of recommender systems,
trust metrics have been shown to decrease the error rate [14] of recommendations while
inclusion of trustworthiness of users have been shown to improve the effectiveness of
recommendations [15]. In the field of multi-agent systems, several trust and reputation
metrics have been proposed [16, 17] - such metrics are usually based on past interactions
and belief propagation and aggregation over an agent’s neighbors.
Historically it has been witnessed that the primary mode of studying trust has been
surveying subjects and documenting the results [18, 19]. But the burgeoning electronic
social media has provided us with the unique opportunity of studying trust under a new
perspective which is known as computational trust. Computational trust is defined as
the generation of trust between two human actors mediated through computers. This
1
2is an active area of research due to the proliferation of various socially rich datasets
over the past decade. This include massively multi-player online games (MMOs), online
social network and various web services allowing actors to trust each other in an online
virtual setting. The online social networks provide the users with a real-world like social
atmosphere with the advantage that every move that the actors made can be logged
and can be used for scientific inquiry.
1.1 Trust in Social Networks
As discussed earlier in this chapter with the advent of online social networks
1.1.1 Online Social Networks as a testbed for Studying Human Rela-
tions
From the onset of human history, humans have been social animals. They have hunted,
eaten, harvested and settled in groups. By today’s definition of social networks all these
people have formed their own social networks. But collecting data from these networks
have always been the greatest challenge. Thus most of the historical study about human
interactions have been done through surveys. Finding survey candidates have always
been a challenging task. Moreover verifying the answers is even trickier. There is always
an issue of social privacy and motivation which creeps into the subjects’ answers in these
surveys. And the amount of data collected is only in typically in hundreds.
With the advent of online social networks, humans have embraced them with open
hands. It has bridged distances and have brought people together. The biggest advan-
tage of these networks from the point of view of social scientific research is the ability
to collect all activities performs hundreds or thousands (& in some cases millions) of
respondents. All temporal (every click stream) activities, demographical attributes of
actors and group memberships can be studied through these networks.
MMOGs and its Role in Social Science Research
Virtual worlds constitute a class of online environments where millions of people can
share a persistent virtual space and interact with one another. Given the many degrees
of freedom accorded to players because of the richness of this domain a large number
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environments [20, 21]; these behaviours can be both positive and negative with sufficient
similarity to their real counterparts. Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOs)
are a rich class of online games which are analogous to structured virtual worlds. Like
the real world, MMOGs are also used for not only gaming purposes, but also for social
purposes. As with online social network, these are controlled environments where every
action of each users can be archived and can later be studied in great details for social
science research. Moreover the engagement offered by these environments are much
higher than [22] than the online social networks and the actors are expected to act
much more “natural”. These environments also provide the garb of anonymity which
makes these perfect cauldron to experience all kinds of human social emotions that
one may expect in a real world. These games are played by hundreds of thousands of
concurrent users and all attributes(demographics) and actions of each user is archived
by the system.
The data from one such game called EverquestII was made available by Sony Online
Entertainment. The Sony EverQuest (EQ) II game provides an online environment
where a vast number of players can log in and coordinate with each other to achieve a
particular missions. Note that players are free to invent, choose their mission and to
self-organize among groups of their own interest. The game provides several mechanisms
such as chat for instantaneously interaction, grouping with several in-game friends to
complete quests which are hard to finish single-handedly, trading with fellow players and
various others which will be discussed shortly. In this thesis game data set logs is used
which was collected over a 35 week period and was completely anonymized. Information
from multiple relations were extracted for this thesis and has been presented in the
subsequent chapters. The data spans over various servers to make sure all types of
activities are captured. Since multiple relations exist between the same individuals, it
is known as a multi-relational network. The relations are explained in greater detail in
the dataset sections of each chapter of this thesis.
41.2 Representation of Trust & Social Interactions
Abstract social concepts like trust and social interactions are very hard to compute.
There are qualitative ways of capturing trust and is achieved through surveys done
online or in person [23]. But the pool of surveyees in most of these cases are not
large enough to quantitatively deduce patterns or make predictions about formation
and revocation of trust [16]. Moreover these surveys are very expensive to conduct both
financially and in terms of manual labor required. An alternative is to use proxies of
these social phenomena. The underlying assumption is that there exists a ”scientific”
mapping between the original abstract social concept and the respective proxies chosen
[24].
As discussed previously it is of paramount importance for the decision of proxies
which represent the original concepts of social interactions and trust. This section
discusses the proxies chosen for this thesis to represent trust and social interactions and
delves into the reasoning behind these choices.
Proxy for Trust
There are 5 levels of housing access in the EverQuest II. The highest level of access is
the trustee access where the trustee has almost equal rights as compared to the owner
of the house. A trustee can store, touch, move, add, and remove things thus providing
with the option of doing anything with the in-game items stored in the house. These
items generally take either real money or hours of game time or both for the owner to
acquire. Thus the owner’s decision of providing trustee access to another player makes
him vulnerable to the 2nd person [25], [26]. Thus housing access is used as a proxy for
trust. Ahmad in [27] and [28], Borbora in [29, 30], Singhal in [31] and Roy in [32, 22]
have previously used the same network as a proxy for trust.
Proxies in other Datasets
Several real life datasets publicly and privately available are used in this thesis. The
publicly available datasets are Epinions dataset [33], Slashdot dataset [34], StackOver-
flow dataset and Twitter retweet dataset. In StackOverflow, an user marking another
user’s question as “favorite” is considered as a trust link forming between the 2. In
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the original tweeter‘s message. Thus, in this dataset, retweeting is used as a proxy for
trust. Moreover 2 classical trust datasets from literature, the Epinions and the SlashDot
dataset have also been used in this thesis. The details of the these 2 datasets can be
found in Stanford Network Analysis Project ‘s dataset collection 1
1.2.1 Proxy for Social Interactions
Everquest II provides a plethora of in game social activities. These social interactions
include grouping, mentoring, chatting and trading. These have been used as proxies for
social interactions in this thesis.
1.2.2 Social Patterns & Trust Reciprocation
In this thesis, three broad categories of online virtual social interactions have been
investigated namely mentoring, grouping and trading behavior. The primary motive of
the inclusion of these networks was to investigate its impact on the formation of trust
where housing access is considered to be the proxy for trust.
1.3 Manifestation of Trust in Various Granularities in a
Social Network
Trust by definition is dyadic in nature, i.e., between 2 people. Although Ahmad has
talked about various other forms of trust in [11], but a closer investigation will yield in
the fact that the higher forms of trust are an amalgamation of dyadic trust. Thus when
to understand the formative mechanisms of trust, it has to be studied from a dyadic
perspective. On the other hand other, properties like scoring of trust in a network and
its applications in various domains can only be studied from a global (network-level)
perspective. The primary motive of this thesis is to study these aforementioned trust
phenomena from various perspectives.
1 http://snap.stanford.edu/data/
61.3.1 Dyadic Trust in a Virtual World
Computation, evolution and prediction of trust in large online social networks are gain-
ing prominence. The importance of trust in any human relationship can be emphasized
by the fact that trust between two individuals affect their relationship as a whole. Study-
ing models for formation and reciprocation of trust in a social setting become important
not only to understand the propagation of trust in the network, but it also provides us
with insights about the nature of social interactions in the network Understanding the
dynamics of formation and reciprocation of trust between two people has always been
of great interest in the social sciences, including sociology, psychology, and economics.
Trust is also fundamental to practically all societal processes, be it commerce, counsel-
ing, mentoring, or forming of personal relationships. As our lives move to the digital
realm at an ever-increasing pace, understanding the nature of trust becomes even more
important, since our-time tested approach of building trust, namely “looking someone
in the eye face-to-face” is sometimes being bypassed altogether, e.g. a pair of software
engineers working together intensely, but based in diametrically opposite parts of the
world, with nary a chance to ever meet in person. This of course has also led to a
dramatic increase in confidence games of various sorts to cheat the unaware. Fortu-
nately though, the very same online mechanisms that increase the vulnerability, also
provide us an opportunity to study the phenomenon of interpersonal trust at a level
of resolution and nuance that was never before possible. A specific example of this is
event logs from Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs), which capture every
single event from every player. These events include things that players do (actions) and
inter-personal connections they form (relationships). Most MMOGs support a range of
actions and relationships, whose goal is to provide players with a “rich real world like”
experience. These relationships include an experience where a player may choose to
risk “something” that belongs to him to another player. In the MMOG dataset this
relationship is investigated is in the form of “housing access” network. This creates risk
for the owner, which makes the decision to grant access to a house is a strong marker
of trust formation, with the access granter being the “trustor” and the access recipient
being the “trustee”. This provides a rich dataset for studying various processes that
underlie the formation of interpersonal trust between two players, which it is known as
“dyadic trust”.
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Components of Dyadic Trust
The major components of dyadic trust are formation, reciprocation and revocation of
trust. In a trust relation between 2 people, say A & B, when A decides to initiate
a trust link towards B (or vice versa), trust is formed between the dyad (2 persons).
Initiation of the trust relation is affected by a variety of social interaction factors as
will be discussed in a subsequent chapter. When a trust link has formed between a
dyad from A to B, and B decides to reciprocate the trust link that A has initiated,
reciprocation of trust happens. It may so happen that due to a negative interaction
either A or B or both decides to revoke the trust they have accorded to each other.
This phenomena is called revocation of trust. A state diagram of these phenomena can
be found in figure 1.1.
Formation/Initiation of Trust
Formation of trust in a dyadic setting is a very interesting phenomenon because it is
dependent on a plethora of social factors. Since there is a high risk involved in trusting
a person, social interactions between the two parties play a major factor indicating
whether trust will be formed between the two parties involved. For instance, in the
online virtual world, it has been witnessed that formation of trust is generally preceded
by a major increase in social interactions which can be conducted with very low risk.
These interactions are performed over various networks (like trade, mentor, group) and
can only be realized if a multi-relational study of the networks is performed. A study
8of only the trust networks fail to capture this rich semantic features and thus end up
missing the social nuances of trust formation between 2 individuals.
Recirprocation of Trust
Once trust is accorded to an individual, there are various interesting phenomena which
can take place. As discussed previously, one of them is reciprocation. The dynamics of
reciprocation varies from network to network depending on the level of barrier for re-
ciprocation. The barrier for reciprocating a trust relationship could be lack of resources
or high risk involved. Needless to say, these barriers affect the levels of reciprocation
significantly in different networks. For instance, in some networks users have very low
barrier level for interacting with each other as there is no commitment from either side
to participate in any involved relationship or potential loss. On the other hand, in other
networks, the potential for loss is high. It is important to understand questions related
to reciprocation across different types of interactions.
Revocation of Trust
A closer study of figure 1.1 will reveal that once trust is formed between 2 persons,
several interesting phenomena can take place. One of them reciprocation is discussed
in the last paragraph. Another interesting phenomenon that might take place is revo-
cation of trust. Revocation of trust refers to phenomena of taking back trust which has
accorded to an individual. This can happen at two stages. After the formation of trust,
if trust is revoked, the character dyad (2 persons) returns back to its original state of no
trust between. Alternatively when trust is accorded and reciprocation of trust happens,
revocation can happen. In one of the cases it might so happen that only a single party
revokes the trust, she has accorded and alternatively it may so happen that both the
parties revoke their trust in a cascading fashion.
1.3.2 A Network view of Trust
The investigation of dyadic trust culminates into the investigation of global trust in a
social network. As already discussed global trust includes methods for scoring trust of
each actor in a social network.
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for each actor in a network. Along with PageRank [36], it tends to prefer nodes with
high connectivity. In HITS the two scores positively reinforces each other. As discussed
in the aforementioned example, the trust measures should penalize nodes who donate
their trust freely. Moreover, the trustworthiness of a person depends on the people
who are trusting the actor in question. Unlike HITS and Pagerank whose measurement
solely depends on the quantity of links, a mechanism is required where both quality and
quantity are considered: The quality of truster along with the quantity of links.
To solve this problem, this thesis introduces two mutually co-related concepts termed
as trustingness and trustworthiness. Each actor in the network will be assigned a pair
of scores based on the quality and quantity of inlinks and outlinks that the actor has.
Two recursive global trust measures are proposed in this paper, namely: trustingness
and trustworthiness. Trustingness is defined as the propensity of an individual to trust
actors in the network. Trustworthiness is defined as the willingness of the network to
trust an actor. As mentioned earlier these measures negatively reinforce each other as
displayed in figure 4.1. An actor with high trustingness score “trusts” a lot of actors
with low trustworthiness scores. Conversely, an actor with a high trustworthiness score
is trusted by a lot of actors with low trustingness scores. The algorithm, TSM:, Trust
Scores in Social Media, proposed to compute these scores runs in O(k × |E|) time,
where k represents the number of iterations and |E| represents the number of edges in
the network. It is shown in the subsequent sections that the result of TSM is bound by a
factor 1
2k
and the algorithm converges quickly to a stable solution. Using this approach,
it becomes very easy to identify nodes with very high trustworthiness (example, trusted
news sources like CNN and FOX NEWS in Twitter and Facebook). Moreover, TSM is
resistant to actors colluding to increase the trustworthiness score of another actor.
Applications of Trust Scores
Trust Scores as proposed in this thesis can be used in various applications. It was pro-
posed in [37], that trust and influence follows each other closely but in the opposite
direction in a network. A trusting B implies that B has some influence over A. Using
this hypothesis, trust scores is used to measure influence flow in a network. In this
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thesis, a concept called “vulnerable path” based on the trustingness and trustworthi-
ness of neighbors in a network is proposed. A vulnerable path in a social network is
loosely defined a path in a social network through which there is a high probability
of influence flowing. Using this hypothesis, trust score can be applied in the domain
of viral marketing. Identifying the vulnerable paths of influence flow is crucial in the
viral marketing. Once these paths are identified marketers can use target marketing to
attract the source of these paths and the influence flow inside the network will take care
of the diffusion of the product in the network.
Another potential application of trust scores is the ability to inoculate a network
from rumor spread. Although this concept is not investigated in this thesis, the author
conjectures that the trust scores have the potential of stopping rumor flow in a network.
With the advent of online social networks, spreading of rumors through networks has
become easier. Figure 1.2 shows a couple popular fake images heavily circulated during
Hurricane Sandy. The problem of network inoculation is an anti thesis to the problem
viral marketing. Instead of exploiting the vulnerable paths in the network, this problem
finds and closes the vulnerable paths in the network. Due to the absence of a suitable
dataset, this problem was not investigated in this thesis.
(a) Fake Image of New York City Metro under wa-
ter
(b) Fake Image of Statue of Liberty washed away
by waves
Figure 1.2: Popular fake images circulated in the social media during Hurricane Sandy
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1.4 Novelty of this Thesis
This thesis addresses the very important aspects of trust mediated by online networks
or better known as computational trust. In the previous studies on computational trust,
it has always been studied in isolation. This study has changed the whole landscape and
have studied trust along with other networks and impact of them in trust and vice versa.
Moreover this thesis has been the first to identify various granularities in computational
trust in social networks. This study has also defined the state diagram of dyadic trust
(see figure 1.1) and has been instrumental in finding the impacts of other relations on
trust formation, reciprocation and revocation.
Moreover this thesis have successfully identified the complementary nature of trust
in social networks and have leveraged it by using a simple easy to use iterative matrix
convergence algorithm to calculate trust for all actors in a social network.
1.4.1 Thesis Contributions
From the perspective of dyadic trust this thesis makes the following contributions This
thesis extends the preliminary work on formation [22] and reciprocation [38] of dyadic
trust in an online setting. The contributions in this paper are as follows:
• This thesis provides a complete and nuanced view of dyadic trust in an online
virtual setting and build computational models to predict them.
• A detailed prediction model is introduced which improves on the multi-relational
features and the aggregation techniques used
• This thesis proposes a new technique to perform time series analysis for finding
social patterns preceding and following trust formation.
• A framework capable of modeling computational aspects of trust using established
theories from social sciences is developed.
• It is shown that features relating to social interactions are necessary for prediction
of trust but are not sufficient.
From the perspective of scoring trust in a social network, this thesis makes the
following contributions This research has the following contributions:
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• A pair of complementary global trust measures for a social trust network
• A classification system of networks based on risk involved to create links in a
network
• Modeling involvement (by a Zipf distribution) and negative feedback property
using a decay function
– Error Bounds of the decay function
• Identify a new technique for a novel viral marketing strategies
• Define the concept of vulnerable edges in a network and use it for applications
like viral marketing, network inoculation and weights in influence flow propagation
problems.
Overall this thesis makes the following contributions:
• This thesis have identified the social theories and practice used in social science
research and have used it to better understand how trust works in humans.
• This thesis furthers the discussion on the information source credibility on the
web.
• This thesis makes contributions to the scientific understanding of measuring trust
of actors in social netwroks.
Chapter 2
Social Interactions and Trust
Formation: A Mutual
Reinforcement? An Exploratory
Analysis in an Online Virtual
Setting
2.1 Overview
Social interactions preceding and succeeding trust formation can be significant indica-
tors of formation of trust in online social networks. This research analyzes the social
interaction trends that lead and follow formation of trust in these networks. This en-
ables the author to hypothesize novel theories responsible for explaining formation of
trust in online social settings and provide key insights. It is found that a certain level of
social interactions threshold needs to be met in order for trust to develop between two
individuals. This threshold differs across persons and across networks. Once the trust
relation has developed between a pair of characters connected by some social relation
(also referred to as a character dyad), trust can be maintained with a lower rate of social
interactions.
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The first set of experiments is the relationship prediction problem. The emergence
of a social relationship like grouping, mentoring and trading between two individuals is
predicted over a period of time by investigating the past characteristics of the network.
It is found that features related to trust have very little impact on this prediction. In
the final set of experiments, the formation of trust between individuals is predicted by
looking at the topographical and semantic social interaction features between them.
Three semantic dimensions have been generated for this task which can be recomputed
with an observed social variable (say grouping) to create a new semantic social vari-
able. In this endeavor, it is successfully shown that, including features related to social
interactions, gives an approximate increase of 4 − 9% accuracy for trust relationship
predictions.
2.2 Introduction
Computation, evolution and prediction of trust in large online social networks are gain-
ing prominence. The importance of trust in any human relationship can be empha-
sized by the facts that trust between two individuals affect the relationship as a whole.
Studying models for evolution of trust in a social setting becomes important not only to
understand the propagation of trust in the network, but it also provides us with insights
about the nature of social interactions in the network.
Trust is a ubiquitous phenomenon in human interactions in various social settings
and different aspects of trust have been studied across different domains. Golbeck et.
al. in [39] provides a survey of important research in the field of computational trust
and includes models, metrics and applications of social trust. Various models of com-
putational trust have been proposed by [27, 10] and these models seek to formalize the
different aspects of trust across domains. In the area of trust propagation, researchers
have investigated trust metrics motivated by the spreading activation strategies [12]
and attack-resistance [13]. In the field of recommender systems, trust metrics have
been shown to decrease the error rate [14] of recommendations while inclusion of trust-
worthiness of users have been shown to improve the effectiveness of recommendations
[15]. In the field of multi-agent systems, several trust and reputation metrics have
been proposed [16, 17] - such metrics are usually based on past interactions and belief
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propagation and aggregation over an agent’s neighbors.
In this study, the relationship between social interactions and trust formation in an
online game setting is investigated. Ahmad et. al. in [27] has explored various aspects
of computational trust in such an online virtual environment. These include specialized
and generalized exchange in trust networks [40], relationship of trust to homophily and
expertise [28] and trust formation as link prediction [24]. In addition, Borbora et. al.
in [29] have identified robust predictors of trust in a multi-relational setting. Weekly
time-series data for experiments and analysis have been used in this study.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, no previous work have investigated the rela-
tionship between social interactions and trust in an online multi-relational setting.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• The relationship between social interactions and trust formation in an online vir-
tual setting is investigated, which provides key insights about social patterns re-
quired for the formation of trust in these environments. It is discovered that trust
formation requires a certain threshold of social interactions. This threshold varies
across persons and across networks. But once trust between two parties has been
formed, the character pair does not maintain such high levels of social interactions
to maintain trust.
• Based on the above insights, both social and trust relationship prediction across
multi-relational networks have been set up for this study. To aid in these predic-
tions three semantic dimensions have been proposed to capture the various aspects
of social interactions between a character pair. Results from the relationship pre-
diction experiments suggest that social interactions is a good indicator of trust
formation but not vice versa.
2.3 Approach
2.3.1 Preliminaries / Assumptions
Abstract social concepts like trust and social interactions are very hard to compute.
There are qualitative ways of capturing trust and is achieved through surveys done
online or in person [23, 41]. But the pool of surveyees in most of these cases are not
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large enough to quantitatively deduce patterns or make predictions about formation
and revocation of trust [16]. Moreover these surveys are very expensive to conduct both
financially and in terms of manual labor required. An alternative is to use proxies of
these social phenomena. The underlying assumption is that there exists a “scientific”
mapping between the original abstract social concept and the respective proxies chosen
[24].
2.3.2 Problem Statement
Social Patterns
Formally the problem of ”finding social patterns preceding and following the creation
of trust between two in-game characters” is defined as follows:
Given: A multi-relational social network G(V,E1, E2, . . . , En, Etrust) where each set
of edges Ei refers to a social relation in the network. Etrust refers to the trust relation
in the multi-modal network.
Find out: Social patterns before and after trust is formed between a character dyad
in the game.
Assumptions: The proxies of trust and other social interactions have a ”scientific”
mapping between the abstract concept and the proxies used in the research.
In this research various in-game social networks which are considered proxies for so-
cial interactions in the game are provided. In the primary hypothesis described in figure
2.1, an assumption that an increase in social interactions will lead to trust formation
which in turn leads to increased social interactions is put forth.
Relationship Prediction
Given: A social network graph G(V,E) where the nodes V represent the actors in the
network and edges E represent the existence of a specific relation between them during
time t0 to t1.
Predict: The existence of a link between two nodes i and jV during time interval
t1 to t2 where t2 > t1 > t0.
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Figure 2.1: social interactions and trust formation: a mutual reinforcement?
2.3.3 Social Patterns & Time Series Clustering
Three broad categories of online virtual social interaction namely mentoring, grouping
and trading behaviour were investigated while examining the impact of these relations
on the formation of trust. A detailed discussion about the various networks including
the trust network will be presented.
First, a time series analysis of the social interaction relation is performed to inves-
tigate the social patterns that precedes and succeeds the formation and revocation of
trust in these networks. For this investigation, server logs for the social interactions
between the characters were collected in an online virtual MMORPG game for a period
of a few months.
Next the weekly social interactions history of the players were aligned with the trust
relation forming exactly during the halfway through the study interval. This is followed
by a time series k−means clustering over the data [42, 43].
The plots in figures 2.3(a), 2.3(b) and 2.3(c) show a distinct trend in social interac-
tion before formation of trust in online virtual settings. Although the figures represent
impact of separate social interactions on trust formation, the trend of a sharp increase
in social interactions immediately before the formation of trust is evident. This leads
to hypothesize that a certain threshold of social interactions has to be met before trust
can form between two parties. This threshold differs based on individuals & networks.
Once trust is established between the two parties, it requires lesser amount of social
interactions compared to formation of trust to maintain the trust between two individ-
uals.
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Figure 2.2: Guide for plots in figure 2.3
2.3.4 Relationship Prediction
With the insights gained from looking at the social patterns, this study proposes to use
these insights for the task of relationship prediction in these networks. In the discussion
section, the insights gained from analyzing the social patterns will be reviewed along
with the discussion on how it helped in the design of the experiments.
Motivation
Social patterns and time series clustering provide insights into social interactions before
and after trust is formed. The experiments discussed in the subsequent sections provide
specific social interaction patterns preceding and following the formation of trust. These
trends indicate that formation of trust is accompanied by change in levels of social
interactions which affects the hypothesis stated by us in figure 2.1. The hypothesis states
that an increase in social interactions will lead to a formation of trust and formation
of trust in turn will lead to increased social interactions. Assuming this hypothesis to
be true, specific patterns of trust and social interactions will exist during the formation
of one another. To test this theory the next task will be to predict the formation
of these two relations (social interactions and trust) in a multi-relational setting. To
test the effect of social interactions and trust on the formation of each other, this
study introduces features pertaining to both in each other’s prediction as discussed
subsequently. Assuming the primary hypothesis is true, these features should be highly
discriminative and should increase the accuracy of the prediction results. Whether they
really achieve the feat remains to be seen.
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(a) Impact of grouping on trust formation (b) Impact of mentoring on trust formation
(c) Impact of trading on trust formation
Figure 2.3: The figures refer to the social interaction patterns before and after
trust/distrust links are formed between two in-game characters. All interactions are
studied over a 20 week period where trust formation between characters form during
the 10th week. X -axis refers to the week in question and Y -axis amount of the specific
social interaction represented by a box plot. The blue dashed vertical line denotes when
the trust link was formed between these characters. The index for this figure is shown
in figure 2.2
Prediction of Social Relations
In the first prediction task, the effect of trust in prediction of social interactions is inves-
tigated. Social interactions, in this research is represented through grouping, mentoring
and trading.
Prediction of Trust Relations
In this set of experiments, this study investigates the impact of social interactions on the
formation of trust. The control set of the experiment is constructed using the feature
sets related to the housing network. To demonstrate the impact of social interactions
on trust formation along with the features from the control set, 3 semantic dimensions
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[42] are constructed along which the weekly player social interactions is computed to
calculate derived semantic features.
2.4 Dataset & Experimental Setup
The Sony EverQuest (EQ) II game provides an online environment where multiple play-
ers can log in and coordinate with each other to achieve a particular mission. Note that
players are free to invent, choose their mission and to self-organize among groups of their
own interest. The game provides several mechanisms such as chat for instantaneously
interaction, grouping with several in-game friends to complete quests which are hard
to finish single-handedly, trading with fellow players and various others which will be
discussed shortly. In this thesis game data set logs is used which was collected over a 35
week period and was completely anonymized. The information needed for the following
experiments is extracted from these logs for various interactions. In this section, each of
these networks are summarized in terms of the number of nodes and edges, the period
of observation, and the direction of edges. The data spans over various servers to make
sure all types of activities are captured. Since multiple relations exist between the same
individuals, it is referred to as a multi-relational network. The relations are explained
below.
1. Group Network : There are certain activities and quests in the game which are
too difficult for individual players to complete while playing solo. These activities
force the players to group together with other players in order to complete these
tasks. The resultant network is the grouping network.
2. Mentor Network: Mentoring is an in-game feature where more experienced players
can mentor less experienced players to get them more familiar with the game.
The resultant network which connects a mentor to his mentee is known as the
mentoring network.
3. Trade Network: A trade network is formed by constructing an edge between the
two participating entities(players) when they have traded with one another.
it is already mentioned in the assumptions subsection that for quantitative study of
trust requires proxies of trust which can be scientifically mapped to the original concept
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of trust. In this research, housing access in EverQuestII is identified as a proxy for trust.
1. House Network: Every character in the game is entitled to buy in-game houses.
Houses serve as a refuge to store in-game virtual items amassed in the game.
Moreover it also serves as a place from which a player can sell their goods to
other players. Thus from the perspective of in-game wealth, houses are vitally
important to their owners. In EverQuest II, a player can trust his/her in-game
friend and allow the person access to his/her house. The friend can view, interact
and move objects in and out of these houses. When an owner of a certain house
(henceforth referred to as the truster) grants access of his house to an in-game
friend (henceforth referred to as the trustee), an edge in the housing network is
introduced. Granting access to one’s house to a different character in the game
involves risk since the trustee can ”steal” objects from the house which the owner
(truster) has put effort to amass. Moreover trusters are allowed to revoke the
house accesses from the trustees.
2.4.1 Social Patterns & Time Series Clustering
The server logs from EverQuest II logs all in-game social activities. In this research, the
primary aim is to investigate the pattern of activities users typically follow before and
after granting/revoking trust to a fellow gamer. To accomplish this task, user social
interactions data was collected and a time series of the pair’s in-game activities for each
week in the game was created. Next the time series from all the available character
pairs were aligned for a 20 week period. This alignment was done keeping in mind that
the formation/revocation of trust between the pair should happen halfway through the
20 week period.
2.4.2 Feature Set Construction
Like any other machine learning technique, feature set selection is important to produce
an accurate link prediction model. Features are computed for a pair of nodes i, j.
The experimental feature set can be divided into four broad categories namely to-
pographical [29, 44, 45], homophilic, features related to trust and semantic features
[42].
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Topographical Features
Topographical features refer to the set of features that exploit the network topology of
the underlying network.
Common neighbors This feature identifies the total number of neighbors that are
common between any two nodes.
ϕ(i, j) = |Γ(i) ∩ Γ(j)| (2.1)
Adamic-Adar index Libell-Nowell and Kleinberg in [46] modified the Adamic-Adar
index as a feature for link prediction to weigh the neighbours with lower degree more
heavily.
ϑ(i, j) =
∑
k(Γ(i)∩Γ(j))
(
1
log|Γ(k)|
)
(2.2)
Jaccard co-efficient Common neighbor fails to account for the union of the size of
the neighborhood of the two nodes. Jaccard’s co-efficient considers the union of the size
of the neighborhood of the nodes.
ζ(i, j) =
ϕ(i, j)
|Γ(i) ∪ Γ(j)| (2.3)
Preferential Attachment This is calculated with the premise that a probability of
an edge forming between two nodes is proportional to the size of its neighborhood.
Preferential attachment is given by
$(i, j) = |Γ(i)|.|Γ(j)| (2.4)
Shortest distance Shortest distance calculates the shortest path between any two
nodes.
Sum of degree of nodes Sum of degrees adds up the total number of edges incident
to both the nodes.
Homophilic Features
Homophilic features are used to describe the properties of nodes in a network.
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Sum and Difference of Character Levels MMOGs typically have character level
to indicate the in game experience a character has amassed. These features consider
the sum and difference of character levels for a given character dyad.
Guild Indicator Guild is an important indicator of homophily.
Trust Feature
This is a binary feature which indicates whether a trust link exists between a character
dyad during the period of investigation.
Semantic Features
There is a sharp change in social interactions preceding the formation of trust. In order
to capture this sharp change three semantic dimensions are proposed which will be
used to recompute weekly player history of an observed social interaction variable, say
number of trade transactions per week. These dimensions transform the observed social
interaction variables to be used during the prediction of trust relationships. In all the 3
semantic dimensions, xi represents the value of the observed social variable, say number
of trade transactions per week, for the ith week.
Engagement captures the engagement of a player for the observed variable. For
example if engagement is used to recompute the observed variable, say number of trade
transactions per week, it computes the average number of transactions per week, any
two characters made in N number of weeks. Trade engagement for week a is given by.
xaengagement =
1
N
a∑
i=a−(N+1)
xi (2.5)
where xi represents number of trade transactions during the i
th week.
Intensity captures the ratio of engagement for an observed variable of a node pair
compared to their engagement the previous week. In the experiments it is found that
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there is a gradual increase in social interactions in the weeks preceding the trust for-
mation. Thus intensity function is weighted to capture this phenomenon by giving the
recent weeks more weights.
xaintensity =
a∑
i=a−(N+1)
i ∗
(
xi
xi−1
)
(2.6)
A linear weight function is used to generate the results reported in this paper. The
function is weighted exponentially based on a modified Katz’s co-efficient [47] and was
found that linear weighting provided a better accuracy.
Stability This dimension captures the trend of engagement of a player. It has the
ability to capture whether there is a decrease or increase in the engagement of a node
pair compared to the preceding week. The recent weeks are weighed more heavily using
a linear weighting function.
xastable =
a∑
i=a−(N+1)
i ∗ Ind (xi, xi−1) (2.7)
Ind (xi, xi−1) =

1 if
(
xi
xi−1
)
> 1,
0 if
(
xi
xi−1
)
= 1,
−1 if
(
xi
xi−1
)
< 1,
2.4.3 Relationship Prediction
Prediction of Social Interactions
This experiment is designed to test the impact of trust for the prediction of social
interactions. The primary set of experiment comprises of the topographical and the
homophilic features built on the social interaction networks. This is the control set for
the experiment. Next the trust feature is included into the experiment. This experiment
is performed thrice; with the trade network, group network and the mentoring network.
The data from the 11th week of the year 2006 to the 20th week of the year 2006 is used
as the training data and 21st week to 25th week as the test set.
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Prediction of Trust Formation
In the social patterns analysis it was observed that a trend emerged which demonstrated
that the few weeks preceding the formation of trust there is a certain increase in every
type of social interactions between a majorities of character dyads. To exploit this
phenomenon, three semantic dimension were defined to capture the social interaction
in a sliding window. The semantic dimensions are discussed in the feature set section.
2.5 Experimental Results
2.5.1 Social Patterns & Time Series Clustering
social interactions versus Trust Formation
The three sub-figures of figure 2.3 refers to the average trend of social interaction pat-
terns that leads up to and follows the formation of trust between two in-game characters.
The interactions are studied for a 20 week period, 10 weeks leading up to the formation
of trust and 10 weeks following the trust has been established. The data is clustered
into several behavioral patterns and each of the lines in figure 2.3 refers to the average
behavior of the cluster. The average behavior of the population is very similar to the
behavior of the largest cluster. In majority of the population it is found that there is
an increase in the number of social interactions around the weeks, trust is formed. Few
of the clusters exhibit a peak in social interactions before the trust was granted and in
a few it is during the week that the trust is granted. For the rest of the clusters, this
phenomenon is observed right after trust is granted.
Figures 2.3(a), 2.3(b) and 2.3(c) refer to the average trend of social interaction pat-
terns that leads up to and follows the formation of trust between two in-game characters.
The interactions are studied in a sliding window of 20 week period, 10 weeks prior to
the formation of trust and 10 weeks following the trust formation. The dotted line in
the figure shows the point where trust is formed.
For this analysis, each social interaction network is separately considered and the
impact of the interaction on trust formation was investigated. The amount of social
interaction for each week was investigated for a period of 20 weeks (sliding window)
and is represented in figure 2.3. Each bar in the chart is a part of the “box plot” where
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the y-axis represents each week’s social interaction whereas the x-axis represents the
week in question. As represented by a box plot, the lower end of each bar is the 1st
quartile of social interactions for a week whereas the upper end is the 3rd quartile of
the amount the specific social interaction. The blue dashed vertical line is when trust is
formed. The average trend is shown as red dots and a trendline is joined across weeks
to show the trend of social interactions before and after dyadic trust is formed. This is
explained pictorially in figure 2.2.
Each of the group in the sub-figures of figure 2.3 represents the average behavior of
a cluster. As discussed in the previous section, for each user, their weekly activity is
collected for a period of 20 weeks. A k-means clustering was performed based on the
time-series of the weekly user activity over the 20 week period. The expected weekly
activity for each cluster is plotted in figure 2.3.
Figures 2.3(a), 2.3(b) and 2.3(c) provide the readers with a visual representation of
the social interactions (group, mentor and trade respectively) trends before and after
trust formation.
In all the networks, there is always a sharp increase in social interactions for the
majority of the population before trust is formed. For a segment of the population a
decline in the rate of social interactions can be witnessed immediately after the formation
of trust.
Table 2.1: F-measure of various classifiers in predicting dif-
ferent social relations
F-Measure
Without Trust With Trust
Trade Group Mentor Trade Group Mentor
J48 91.32 95.79 95.12 91.25 95.82 94.23
JRip 91.56 96.38 95.32 91.01 95.12 94.79
BayesNet 88.45 89.41 89.01 89.15 89.11 89.55
3-NN 83.69 86.51 85.32 84.1 86.26 85.12
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Trends & Design Decisions
The plots in figures 2.3(a), 2.3(b) and 2.3(c) shows a distinct trend in social interactions
before formation of trust in online virtual settings. Although the figures represent
impact of separate social interactions on trust formation, the trend of a sharp increase
in social interactions immediately before the formation of trust is evident. This leads
the study to hypothesize that a certain threshold of social interactions has to be met
before trust can form between two parties. This threshold differs based on individuals
& networks.
Once trust is established between the two parties, it requires lesser amount of social
interactions compared to formation of trust to maintain the trust between two individ-
uals.
Prediction of Social Interactions
In this section, the information about the multi-relational analysis done in the previous
sections is leveraged to study the relational interplay and develop computational models
to predict formation and reciprocation of trust.
Motivation
Social patterns and time series clustering provide us with insights into social interac-
tions before and after trust is formed. The experiments discussed in the subsequent
sections provide us with specific social interactions patterns preceding and following
the formation of trust. These trends indicate that formation of trust is accompanied
by change in levels of social interactions which affects the hypothesis stated by us in
previous section. The hypothesis states that an increase in social interactions will lead
to a formation of trust and formation of trust in turn will lead to increased social in-
teractions. The hypothesis that specific patterns of trust and social interactions will
exist during the formation of one another to predict the formation of these two relations
(social interactions and trust) in a multi-relational setting is used. Features pertaining
to both in each other’s prediction as discussed subsequently are introduced in this study.
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Feature analysis Results of aggregated ranks of the features involved in prediction
of social relations are given in the table 2.2. The feature having the best value for a
particular feature evaluation technique is highlighted. Each of the feature evaluation
technique produces a ranked listed of attributes. These ranks are aggregated to form
the final aggregated ranking using the Borda [48] rank aggregation technique discussed
in [1, 49, 50].
A few key insights from the feature analysis are:
• In most of the cases topographical features outperformed the other two families
of features.
• It was discovered that the feature indicating the presence of trust have an average
rank of 8 (out of 10 features).
• Homophilic features performed poorly across all networks and across all feature
evaluation techniques.
Prediction Task The results of the the prediction of different social interaction with
and without the presence of trust is presented in table 2.1. On a thorough investigation
of the results, it becomes evident that inclusion of a trust feature does not have a
statistically significant impact on the task of social relationship prediction presented
in figure 2.2. In both the prediction tasks represented in tables 2.1 and 2.4, F1-score
or F-measure is used to measure accuracy of the model. Since this study is interested
in knowing prediction accuracies of both the positive and negative class F-measure
(F1Score) is used. It is the harmonic mean of precision and recall score of a classifier
is agreed upon as an acceptable measure to calculate the accuracy of a binary classifier
[51].
In table 2.1 the results under columns Trade, Group and Mentor signify that the
relation in which the link prediction task is performed is Trade, Group and Mentor
respectively.
To test the statistical significance of the results, a two sample t-test was performed
with an initial null hypothesis stating that “the average accuracy of both the prediction
tasks are equal”. The p-value for the two sampled t-test resulted in 0.9085 which states
that the null hypothesis can not be rejected.
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Prediction of Trust Formation
In this section, the results of the impact of social interactions on the prediction of trust
formation is presented.
Feature Analysis As discussed earlier, for the prediction of trust relationships, to-
pographical, homophilic and the semantic features were availed . The semantic features
are constructed from various observed social variables using semantic dimensions de-
scribed earlier. On a closer inspection of the detailed results presented in figure 2.3, it
is found that the social features defining social impact does very well across all feature
evaluation technique and all networks. The topographical features consistently perform
well across the board and the homophilic features does poorly.
Feature Set Construction
Like any other machine learning technique, feature set selection is important to produce
an accurate link prediction model. Features are computed for a pair of nodes i, j.
Prediction of Trust Formation
In this section, the results of the impact of social interactions on the prediction of trust
formation are presented.
Feature Evaluation As with the feature evaluation for social social interaction per-
diction, feature evaluation for trust prediction is presented in figure 2.3. For the predic-
tion of trust relationships, topographical, homophilic and semantic features were used.
The semantic features are constructed from various observed social variables using se-
mantic dimensions as discussed in previous sections. From figure 2.3, it is ascertained
that the social features defining social impact does very well across all feature evalu-
ation techniques and networks. The topographical features consistently outperforms
other features and homophilic features do poorly as demonstrated in figure 2.3.
Prediction Task The task of prediction, demonstrated in table 2.4 is divided into 3
distinct tasks. In the first set of prediction task only the topological and homophilic
features are used to predict the formation of trust. The results are displayed in table
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2.4 under the column name “Without Social Features”. Note that the features for the
prediction of trust introduced in section 2.5.1are divided into 3 families: topographical,
homophilic and semantic dimensions for social interactions. In the next set of prediction
task all the 3 families of features are used and the results are displayed in table 2.4 under
the column name “With Topographical + Homophilic + Semantic Dimensions for Social
Interactions”. The final prediction task was performed only with the features belonging
to the semantic dimensions for social interactions. The results are displayed in the same
table under the column name “Only Semantic Dimensions for Social Interactions”. The
sub-columns under the last 2 columns, “Trade”, “Group” and “Mentor” indicate the
social interaction relation from which the semantic dimensions are created. The last sub-
column (T + G) is an aggregated impact of trade and group network on the prediction
of trust relations.
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A comparison of the first 2 columns in table 2.4 shows that the F1-score for the
second task is much higher that the first task. It can be witnessed that including features
related to social interactions heavily influence the results of the prediction task in a
positive way. For example, table 2.4 demonstrates the difference in prediction accuracy
with and without the inclusion of social interaction features can be as high as 9.64%.
The mean F1-score between the first prediction task(“Without Social Interactions”)
was comapred and each sub-task of the second prediction(“Trade”, “Group”, “Mentor”,
“Trade + Group”). The results are tabulated in the first row of table 2.5. To confirm
whether the difference of F-measure score between the prediction tasks are statistically
significant, one sided Welch two sample t-test was performed where the alternative
hypothesis states that the true difference in average F-measure score is greater than 0.
The P-values are tabulated in the 2nd row of table 2.5. It can be seen that out of 4, in 2
cases the p-values are < 0.01 and in all cases they are < 0.02. Thus it can be concluded
that including features relating to social interactions lead to a statistically significant
improvement of trust prediction.
Next the results of the full feature set were compared to only social features (pre-
sented in column 3 of figure 2.4). It can be seen that there is a comparable difference
between the 2 results. The difference between the average F-measure scores is 13.29%
and the p-value for the alternative hypothesis that “the average F-measure of the full
feature classifier is higher than the “only social features set” is 2.339 ∗ 10−13 provided
in table 2.5.
Table 2.5: Statistical Comparison of Trust Prediction tasks
Trade Group Mentor T + G
Mean Difference 5.05 6.19 5.16 7.49
P-Value 0.00750 0.00896 0.01781 0.01588
2.6 Discussion & Future Work
This brings the discussion back to the initial conundrum. social interactions and trust
formation. Are they mutually dependent on each other? So does the hypothesis intro-
duced in figure 2.1 holds? This research was started with the intuition that a healthy
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positive social interaction between a pair of individuals builds up to trust. This trust
in turn leads to more social interactions.
On a closer look at the results it can be found that the first part of the intuition holds.
Not only positive social interaction leads to trust, but it is one of the essential features
in the formation of trust. Although this might be counter-intuitive, but the preliminary
investigation suggests that the feedback loop does not hold. This study demonstrates
numerous instances and trends (summarized in figure 2.3) that for a the majority of the
population, formation of a trust link is followed immediately by a sharp drop in social
interactions. The results suggest that trust is dependent on social interactions whereas
the reverse does not hold.
The preliminary hypothesis of trust leading to the strengthening of social interac-
tions in an online virtual setting is refuted by this research. A possible explanation for
this sharp decrease can be attributed to the fact that formation of trust is the motivat-
ing factor for a high rate of social interactions between the two parties. Once trust is
formed between the two individuals the motivation for keeping such a high rate of social
interactions diminishes thereby leading to a decrease in the rate of social interactions.
This is based on the concept of social bandwidth proposed by Robin Dunbar in [52].
Social bandwidth is defined as the amount of resources a person has for social inter-
actions in their life. Everyone has a limited social bandwidth [52] and before a trust
link is formed it can be conjectured that the two level of social interactions increases
between the two persons in order to test whether the trustee can be trusted. Once trust
is formed between the two this motivation disappears and both of them can invest their
social bandwidth with other friends.
To test the hypothesis that social interactions is a strong predictor of trust forma-
tion and not the other way around, this study proposes to predict both trust and social
interactions relationship and measure the effect of each other in these predictions us-
ing binary supervised link prediction techniques. The first set of experiments, whose
results are shown in figures 2.2 and 2.3, check the performance of features across EQ II
dataset for both prediction tasks. Several attribute evaluation techniques are employed
and in both the experiments the topographical features perform exceptionally. In the
prediction of social interactions, the feature which is the indicator of trust performs
very poorly across all networks and across all attribute evaluation techniques. This
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provides the readers with some evidence that trust will not be a “good” predictor of
social interactions. In case of social interactions being a predictor of trust, it was found
that along with the topographical features, the features related to social interactions
performs well across all networks and all attribute evaluation techniques. This is in
sharp contrast with the previous result where the feature related to trust performed
poorly everywhere. This provides the readers with the intuition that features related to
social interactions will considerably affect the prediction of trust in these networks.
The next task involved the prediction of these relationships across the in-game vir-
tual networks. During the prediction of social interactions, as demonstrated in table 2.1,
the inclusion of a trust feature does not improve the prediction of social relations in the
multi-relational networks. This leads us to conclude that trust is not a good predictor
of social interactions. On the other hand, during the prediction of trust relation across
different networks, as is evident from table 2.4, it was noticed that the features related to
social interactions improves the prediction accuracy of the trust prediction considerably.
Across all networks and classifiers there is a significant increase in prediction accuracies,
when the features related to social interactions are included. This experiment provides
the readers with a hypothesis that features related to social interactions are good pre-
dictors of trust but not vice versa. The prediction task confirms this hypothesis. This
reinforces the belief in the fact that social interactions clearly impacts the formation of
trust whereas vice versa does not hold true.
It is very hard for researchers to obtain data pertaining to trust formation and
revocation. Most of the public trust datasets are merely reputation metrics in which
the owner(truster) has nothing at stake. For example in the Epinions dataset [14] used
for trust prediction, users can express their ”Web of Trust”, i.e. reviewers whose reviews
and ratings they have consistently found to be valuable and their ”Block list”, i.e. a
list of authors whose reviews they nd consistently offensive, inaccurate, or not valuable.
In this dataset the users are rating other users without putting anything at stake. The
author feels that this is more of a reputation metric than a trust metric. Moreover the
publicly available trust datasets are not multi-relational, i.e., they do not possess social
interactions trends. In the future, if these kind of multi-relational datasets are available,
the authors theorizes that these results can be generalized to trust formation in other
settings.
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The question of whether trust leads to social interactions or vice versa can open new
vistas of research. Topics like the impact of social interactions on the evolution of trust
can be a very interesting and rewarding field to investigate. Does social interactions
impact the evolution of trust the same way it does the formation of trust? Or does social
interactions impacts evolution of trust in ways very different from what is seen in this
research. These are questions which only a thorough investigation of these phenomena
can answer.
Chapter 3
Reciprocation and Revocation of
Dyadic Trust
3.1 Introduction
The rapid growth in the amount and richness of online interactions, through Massively
Multi-player Online Games (MMOGs) such as EverQuest II 1 and World of Warcraft
3 2 arecreating social interaction data at an unprecedented scale. As mentioned
earlier, these virtual worlds provide a rich environment for studying user interactions
and have been used in several recent experimental studies [53, 54, 55, 56]. Moreover
these datasets provide high resolution and long period data about social interactions
and therefore are very useful for detailed empirical analysis. In this chapter, the analysis
is scoped towards reciprocation of dyadic trust in EverQuest II (EQ2) MMOG dataset
and provide interesting insights about the trust dynamics in the EQII environment.
Modeling abstract human concept such as trust is challenging [40] . Although, it will
be greatly interesting to develop computation models to study human trust, however
this study is restricted to the analysis and inferences of the proxy of trust in the EQ2
dataset due to the following practical challenges related to studying human trust.
1. Trust, an abstract concept, is very hard to model. Modeling trust requires identi-
fication of a proxy of trust which has a scientific mapping to the original concept.
1 https://www.everquest2.com
2 http://us.battle.net/wow/en/
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2. Trust between 2 persons form as a result of the several types of social interactions
between them. It is paramount that trust is studied not by itself but along with
these social interactions which are factors that influence trust. A primary challenge
involved in this research is a longitudinal study of multi-relationships that an entity
engages in. In practice it is difficult to gather such personal information involving
human subjects.
3. Multi-relational datasets, where one of the relationships is trust is hard to find and
in itself is non- trivial. Moreover identification of the proxy for trust along with
the identification of the right social interactions to factor in are quite challenging.
4. Trust between 2 persons (dyadic trust) can be broken down into several phenom-
ena. For example formation, reciprocation and revocation of trust. Although they
belong to the same abstract concept, the generative mechanism of each of them is
very different from the other. The primary challenge of this research lies in cor-
rectly identifying factors affecting these phenomena and proposes right approaches
to model them.
This chapter reports results from a detailed empirical study on the basic processes
underlying the reciprocation and revocation of interpersonal trust between pairs of play-
ers in an online game setting, which is also known as “dyadic trust”. As already discu-
used above, the data used is the full player logs from EverQuestII for around 675,000
players, collected over a ten month period, and represents natural gameplay without any
intervention, and hence is akin to a natural experiment. This chapter makes a number
of contributions. First, it quantifies the connection between degree of social interactions
and its impact on trust reciprocation, i.e. the second player in a dyad reciprocates the
trust accorded to him. A key finding is that a certain threshold of social interactions
is needed before this happens, with the threshold itself dependent on the personality
characteristics of the players involved, i.e. how trustworthy or trusting each is. It is
observed that reciprocation is not automatic but depends on various factors including
degree of social interactions, homophily with the 1st player, and the players social sta-
tus, e.g. centrality index. A key observation is that (i) in a dyad with the players having
significantly different social status, the one with the lower status is the one to first ex-
press trust, and (ii) this often causes the higher status player to take notice, which is
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observed as more mentoring, trades, group activities etc. being initiated by the higher
status player. However, in very few of these cases does this “checking out of the lower
status player by the higher status player” result in actual trust being accorded by the
higher to the lower. This is the first quantification of the “scaffolding role” played by
lower familiarity threshold relationships such as chat and trade, in the formation of high
familiarity relationships such as reciprocated trust. The general approach used for test-
ing the ideas explored in this study is to build predictive models, of trust reciprocation
and revocation, and then testing them which is possible because of the availability of
longitudinal data. With unprecedented amounts of behavioral data becoming available,
the approach presented is a very promising way to build more nuanced models and
further the community’s understanding of dyadic trust.
The second part of this chapter deals with the revocation of trust in a dyadic setting
which can be considered as the final state of dyadic trust. Trust revocation is a very
hard problem to study for various reasons. The primary reason being availability of
datasets. Since revocation of trust has a negative connotation attached to it, it is hard
to find datasets that denotes proxies which can be used as proxies for trust revocation.
Fortunately the multi-relational dataset from EverQuestII used to study the phenomena
of trust formation and reciprocation contains a proxy for revocation for trust. It is the
same proxy used in the study of formation and reciprocation of trust which is the
relation of providing and revoking housing access to in-game friends. Building models
for trust formation and reciprocation primarily depends on the quantity of (social and
topographical) interactions that 2 individuals have in the network. Thus using the meta
data present in multi relational social network datasets works well while building these
models. But the phenomena of revocation is very different. More than quantity, trust
revocation depends on the quality of social interactions. One bad experience on the
part of an actor can lead to trust revocation which in itself is very hard to capture from
a dataset that contains only the metadata about the social interactions.
Understanding the dynamics of reciprocation and revocation of trust between two
people has always been of great interest in the social sciences, including sociology, psy-
chology, and economics. Trust is also fundamental to practically all societal processes,
be it commerce, counseling, mentoring, or forming of personal relationships. As our lives
move to the digital realm at an ever-increasing pace, understanding the nature of trust
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becomes even more important, since our-time tested approach of building trust, namely
“looking someone in the eye face-to-face” is sometimes being bypassed altogether, e.g.
a pair of software engineers working together intensely, but based in diametrically op-
posite parts of the world, with nary a chance to ever meet in person. This of course has
also led to a dramatic increase in confidence games of various sorts to cheat the unaware.
Fortunately though, the very same online mechanisms that increase the vulnerability,
also provide us an opportunity to study the phenomenon of interpersonal trust at a level
of resolution and nuance that was never before possible. A specific example of this is
event logs from Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs), which capture every
single event from every player. These events include things that players do (actions) and
inter-personal connections they form (relationships). Most MMOGs support a range of
actions and relationships, whose goal is to provide players with a “rich real world like”
experience. A unique feature in most MMOGs is the ability of a player to create a house
in which personal items, acquired either via many hours of play effort or payment of
actual money, can be stored. Further, the owner can decide to give someone else access
to their house, sometimes with sufficient privileges to allow the latter to move items
out of the house, potentially without informing the owner. This creates risk for the
owner, which makes the decision to grant access to a house is a strong marker of trust
formation, with the access granter being the “trustor” and the access recipient being
the “trustee”. This provides a rich dataset for studying various processes that underlie
the formation of interpersonal trust between two players, which is known as “dyadic
trust”.
Once trust is accorded to an individual, there are various interesting phenomena
which can take place. The dynamics of reciprocation varies from network to network
depending on the level of barrier for reciprocation. The barrier for reciprocating a
trust relationship could be lack of resources or high risk involved. Needless to say, these
barriers affect the levels of reciprocation significantly in different networks. For instance,
in some networks users have very low barrier level for interacting with each other as
there is no commitment from either side to participate in any involved relationship or
potential loss. On the other hand, in other networks, the potential for loss is high. It
is important to understand questions related to reciprocation across different types of
interactions.
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A closer study of figure 3.1 will reveal that once trust is formed between 2 persons,
several interesting phenomena can take place. One of them reciprocation is discussed
in the last paragraph. Another interesting phenomenon that might take place is revo-
cation of trust. Revocation of trust refers to phenomena of taking back trust which has
accorded to an individual. This can happen at two stages. After the formation of trust,
if trust is revoked, the character dyad (2 persons) returns back to its original state of no
trust between. Alternatively when trust is accorded and reciprocation of trust happens,
revocation can happen. In one of the cases it might so happen that only a single party
revokes the trust, she has accorded and alternatively it may so happen that both the
parties revoke their trust in a cascading fashion.
Figure 3.1: State diagramatic view of Dyadic trust
To summarize the dynamics of complex network relationships cannot be studied
in isolation because social interactions may play a critical role in building the trust
formation or reciprocation.
3.1.1 Contributions
This chapter is a continuation of the preliminary study of dyadic trust [22] in an online
setting. The contributions in this chapter are as follows:
• This chapter provides a complete and nuanced view of dyadic trust in an online
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virtual setting and build computational models to predict them.
• This chapter introduces a detailed prediction model for trust reciprocation and
studies the multi-relational features and the aggregation techniques.
• This chapter builds a framework capable of modeling computational aspects of
trust reciprocation and revocation using established theories from social sciences.
3.2 Related Works
The notion of reciprocation as defined by Gouldner [57] is the norm that people should
help those who help them.
Researchers have studied reciprocation in great detail [58] in the field of sociology.
By definition reciprocation states that people tend to help those who help them. If
there tends to be a positive social interaction between the acorded and the acordee the
relationship tend to be reciprocated. This has been studied in great detail in the fields
of online social networks [59], organizational support [60], and anthropology [61]
As with other sociological study, most studies of reciprocation are performed with
a handful of surveyees [62, 63] most of whom are undergraduate students from uni-
versities. and used to understand specific human behavioral aspect such as happiness
[64] or altruism [63]. However such studies do not focus on trust reciprocation in a
dyadic relationship. Although these studies primarily focus on reciprocation of human
relationship, they do it primarily on a single relation. They do not use one relationship
to predict the reciprocation in a different relationship as in a multi-relationship setting.
3.3 Dataset
As mentioned earlier the dataset used for this chapter originates from the logs of a
Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game (MMORPG) called EverQuestII. Ev-
erQuestII is an online environment where multiple players can log in and coordinate
with each other to achieve a particular mission. Every interaction that a player make
with the environment is logged and can be used later to analyze. The game provides
various mechanisms to interact with the environment and with other players present in
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the immense virtual world. Each interaction is logged and recorded. For example when
a group of players team up to complete a mission ( say of killing a “unkillable” monster),
the underlying relation formed is called group network. The same set of networks is
used in the last chapter as proxies for trust and social interactions.
To reiterate the networks used in this chapter are housing access network, which is
used as a proxy for trust. The proxies for social interaction as was used in the previous
chapter are group network, mentor network and trade network. A detailed discussion
of these can be found in the previous chapter.
3.4 Approach
3.4.1 Trust Reciprocation in Housing Access Network
Trust reciprocation of a network is defined as the phenomena where forward trust edges
(say player A trusts player B) have a corresponding backward edge (player B recipro-
cates the trust accorded to A). This is represented in figure 3.1.
As stated in the previous chapter the housing access network is considered as a proxy
for trust. Only a total of 14.0% of the forward connections in the housing network is
reciprocated back. The average response time for a reciprocation is 27.03 days and the
response distribution is shown in figure 3.2. It can be observed that the response time
distribution follows a variation of the power law.
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of the times of trust reciprocation in the EverQuest II dataset
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3.4.2 Assumptions
Abstract social concepts like trust and social interactions are very hard to compute.
There are qualitative ways of capturing trust and is achieved through surveys done
online or in person [23]. But the pool of surveys in most of these cases are not large
enough to quantitatively deduce patterns or make predictions about formation and
reciprocation of trust [16]. Moreover these surveys are very expensive to conduct both
financially and in terms of the manual labor required. An alternative is to use proxies
of these social phenomena. The underlying assumption is that there exists a “scientific”
mapping between the original abstract social concept and the respective proxies chosen
[24].
3.4.3 Proxies
As discussed previously it is of paramount importance for the decision of proxies which
represent the original concepts of social interactions and trust. This section discusses
the proxies that is choosen in this research to represent trust and social interactions and
discuss the decisions behind these choices.
Proxy for Trust
One of the previous section discusses the EverQuest II dataset that is for the purpose
of this research. Section 2.4 discusses in detail the mechanism of housing access in
the game. As previously discussed there are 5 levels of housing access in the game.
The highest of access is the trustee access where the trustee has almost equal rights as
compared to the owner of the house. A trustee can store, touch, move, add, and remove
things thus providing with the option of doing anything with the in-game items stored
in the house. These items generally take either real money or hours of game time or
both for the owner to acquire. Thus the owner’s decision of providing trustee access
to another player makes him vulnerable to the 2nd person [25], [26]. In this study, the
trustee level of housing access is used as a proxy for trust. Ahmad in [27, 28], Roy in
[32] and various other authors have previously used the same network as a proxy for
trust.
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Proxy for Social Interactions
Everquest II provides a plethora of in game social activities as discussed in the dataset
section. These social interactions include grouping, mentoring, chatting and trading.
These are used as proxies for social interactions in this research.
3.4.4 Social Patterns & Trust Reciprocation
This study has investigated two broad categories of online virtual social interactions
namely grouping and trading behavior while examining the impact of these relations on
the reciprocation of trust where “trustee” housing access is considered to be the proxy
for trust.
First, a time series analysis of the social interaction relation is performed to investi-
gate the social patterns that precedes and succeeds the reciprocation and revocation of
trust in these networks.
The whole population is divided into 2 sub-populations, one in which the phenomena
of trust reciprocation is observed and the rest in which it is absent. The weekly social
interactions history of the 2 sub-population of players are aligned so that for every
dyad, trust is initiated after 6 weeks. In other words, the social interaction patterns
are studied for a period of 6 weeks before trust initiation for the entire population.
Now for the population in which trust has not been reciprocated, the next 16 weeks
of social interaction is studied in order to differentiate the behavior when compared
to the population where trust is reciprocated. For the second population, where trust
is reciprocated, the period between initiation and reciprocation is divided into 4 sub
buckets. Since the average period of reciprocation is approximately 4 weeks (figure 3.2),
the period is divided into 4 sub divisions. Once trust is reciprocated, the behavior is
studied over a period of next 6 weeks.
Next a time series analysis is performed over the data. Time series analysis enables
the research in analyzing the data in a longitudinal fashion and can identify the social
interaction trends that precede and follow the initiation and reciprocation of trust. This
provides the readers with a quantitative way to interpret how social interactions affect
the reciprocation of trust in an online virtual setting.
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3.5 Patterns of social interactions versus trust reciproca-
tion
First, a time series analysis is performed on the social interaction relation to investi-
gate the social patterns that precedes and succeeds the initiation and reciprocation of
trust. The dynamics of trust reciprocation is different from the problem of trust for-
mation. Thus the social patterns analysis was designed differently for the problem of
trust reciprocation. The problem of trust reciprocation is defined as the point where
the 2nd actor decides to give back trust to the primary actor. Although the problem
can be modeled as the problem of trust formation but an extra fact that trust has been
accorded can be leveraged in the problem of trust reciprocation. In the case of trust
formation(initiation), only the social interactions preceding the trust formation can be
modeled into a predictive analysis. In this case the social interactions can be further
subdivided into 2 categories. The first category is the set of social interactions that the
dyad did before the first trust was accorded in the pair. The previous chapter on trust
formation demonstrated that there has been a sharp rise in social interaction between
users before trust is accorded. And once trust is accorded the interactions fall off. But
in the case where reciprocation really does happen, according to the last chapter there
should be another spike of social interactions. Thus the second set of social interactions
features for the problem of trust reciprocation is investigation the social interaction
patterns once trust has been accorded but has not been reciprocated.
In this chapter, an analysis is performed where the weekly social interactions history
of the players are aligned with the formation and reciprocation of trust. The whole
of social interactions between 2 characters are viewed within a 16 week period. For
every pair of characters that have ever formed a trust relationship in the EverQuest II
dataset is divided into two categories. First, the pair of players for whom trust has been
accorded but never reciprocated. Second, the group of characters where trust has been
reciprocated. It is seen in [38] that the average time required to reciprocate trust in
the EverQuestII dataset is 27.304 days which can be approximated to 4 weeks. For the
character dyads that reciprocated the trust accorded, the whole interaction between the
formation and reciprocation of trust is compressed into buckets which are eventually
represented as weeks. For those who have not reciprocated trust, the social interactions
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between them is analyzed for the next 10 weeks. The analysis is modeled as a time series
analysis. Time series analysis helps in analyzing the data in a longitudinal fashion and
can identify the social interaction trends that precede and follow the formation [32]
and reciprocation of trust. This provides a quantitative way to interpret how social
interactions affect the reciprocation of trust in an online virtual setting.
Trends & Design Decisions
The plots in figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) show us a distinct trend in social interaction before
formation of trust, between formation and reciprocation of trust and after reciprocation
in online virtual settings. Although the figures represent impact of separate social
interactions on trust formation, the trend of a sharp increase in social interactions
immediately before the formation of trust, an immediate dip and again a spike just
before reciprocation is evident. This leads us to hypothesize that sustaining a high
amount of social interaction after trust initiation usually leads to reciprocation of trust.
But for those pairs in which reciprocation is not observed, once trust is established,
the amount of social interactions is not maintained at such high levels.
3.5.1 The Problem of Predicting Trust Reciprocation
With the insights gained from looking at the social patterns, this study proposes to
use these insights for the task of relationship prediction in these networks. In the
discussion section, the insights gained from analyzing the social patterns will be reviewed
to determine how it helps in designing the experiments for this study.
3.5.2 Problem Statement
Given: A social network graph G(V,E) where the nodes V represent the actors in the
network and edges E represent the existence of a specific relation between them during
time t0 to t1.
Predict: The existence of a link between two nodes i and jV during time interval
t1 to t2 where t2 > t1 > t0.
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Motivation
Social patterns and time series from figure 3.3 clustering provide us with insights into
social interactions before and after trust is reciprocated. The experiments discussed in
the subsequent sections provides with specific social interaction patterns preceding and
following the reciprocation of trust. The trends as discussed in section 3.5 forwards
the hypothesis that “sustaining a high amount of social interaction after trust initiation
usually leads to reciprocation of trust”. To test this theory the next task will be to
predict the reciprocation of these two relations (social interactions and trust) in a multi-
relational setting. To test the effect of social interactions on trust reciprocation of each
other, features pertaining to both are introduced in the subsequent section. Assuming
the primary hypothesis is true, the social interaction features between the formation
and reciprocation should be highly predictive in nature. Whether they really achieve
the feat remains to be seen.
3.6 Predicting Trust Reciprocation
In this section, a computational model to predict a high barrier relationship, such as
a trust, using information about the medium barrier interactions between the nodes
(players) is presented. The empirical analysis in the section 3.5 showed that the success
(completion) of the trust relationship is influenced by the magnitude of trade/group
activities between the two players involved in developing mutual trust relationship. This
experiment is further extended in this section to quantitatively evaluate the impact of
the of medium barrier interactions such as trade to predict high barrier relationships
such as trust reciprocation. To derive any conclusions from this experiment, the analysis
is performed for period of 9 months. To make the experiment more realistic in terms of
various interactions, several other features (described below) are added. The features are
further subdivided into 3 families: namely Topographical, Homophilic and Social
Semantic. A detailed discussion of each of the family is provided below:
Topographical Features
Topographical features refer to the set of features that exploit the network topology of
the underlying network.
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Let us assume Γ(i) represents the local neighborhood of a vertex i.
Common neighbors This feature identifies the total number of neighbors that are
common between any two nodes.
ϕ(i, j) = |Γ(i) ∩ Γ(j)| (3.1)
Adamic-Adar index Libell-Nowell and Kleinberg in [46] modified the Adamic-Adar
index as a feature for link prediction to weigh the neighbours with lower degree more
heavily.
ϑ(i, j) =
∑
k(Γ(i)∩Γ(j))
(
1
log|Γ(k)|
)
(3.2)
Jaccard co-efficient Common neighbor fails to account for the union of the size of
the neighborhood of the two nodes. Jaccard’s co-efficient considers the union of the size
of the neighborhood of the nodes.
ζ(i, j) =
ϕ(i, j)
|Γ(i) ∪ Γ(j)| (3.3)
Preferential Attachment This is calculated with the premise that a probability of
an edge forming between two nodes is proportional to the size of its neighborhood.
Preferential attachment is given by
Shortest distance Shortest distance calculates the shortest path between any two
nodes.
Sum of degree of nodes Sum of degrees adds up the total number of edges incident
to both the nodes.
Homophilic Features
Homophilic features are used to describe the properties of nodes in a network.
Sum and Difference of Character Levels MMOGs typically have character level
to indicate the in game experience a character has amassed. These features consider
the sum and difference of character levels for a given character dyad.
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Guild Indicator Guild is an important indicator of homophily.
Trust Feature
This is a binary feature which indicates whether a trust link exists between a character
dyad during the period of investigation.
Semantic Features
There is a sharp change in social interactions preceding the formation of trust. In or-
der to capture this sharp change, three semantic dimensions are proposed in this study
which will be used to recompute weekly player history of an observed social interaction
variable, say number of trade transactions per week. These dimensions transform the
observed social interaction variables to be used during the prediction of trust recipro-
cation relationships. In all the 3 semantic dimensions, xi represents the value of the
observed social variable, say number of trade transactions per week, for the ith week.
Engagement captures the engagement of a player for the observed variable. For
example if engagement is used to recompute the observed variable, say number of trade
transactions per week, it computes the average number of transactions per week, any
two characters made in N number of weeks. Trade engagement for week a is given by.
xaengagement =
1
N
a∑
i=a−(N+1)
xi (3.4)
where xi represents number of trade transactions during the i
th week.
Intensity captures the ratio of engagement for an observed variable of a node pair
compared to their engagement the previous week. In the experiments it is found that
there is a gradual increase in social interactions in the weeks preceding the trust for-
mation. Thus the weighted intensity function is used to capture this phenomenon by
giving the recent weeks more weights.
xaintensity =
a∑
i=a−(N+1)
i ∗
(
xi
xi−1
)
(3.5)
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A linear weight function is used to generate the results reported in this study. The
function is weighted linearly based on a modified Katz’s co-efficient [47] since it was
found that linear weighting provided a better accuracy.
Stability This dimension captures the trend of engagement of a player. It has the
ability to capture whether there is a decrease or increase in the engagement of a node
pair compared to the preceding week. The recent weeks are weighed more heavily using
a linear weighting function.
xastable =
a∑
i=a−(N+1)
i ∗ Ind (xi, xi−1) (3.6)
Ind (xi, xi−1) =

1 if
(
xi
xi−1
)
> 1,
0 if
(
xi
xi−1
)
= 1,
−1 if
(
xi
xi−1
)
< 1,
Use of Semantic Features
The semantic dimensions of Engagement, Intensity and Stability is converted into fea-
tures by combining them with social interactions relations like grouping, trading and
mentoring. Thus each social interaction is converted into 3 social semantic. For ex-
ample, the social interaction trade can converted to Intensitytrade. For the purpose
of reciprocation these features are further subdivided into 2 families. Social semantic
features before formation of trust and social semantic features between trust formation
and reciprocation.
3.6.1 Prediction Model
As mentioned earlier, the aim of this experiment is to quantitatively compare the im-
pact of different features (described above) to predict trust reciprocation between two
nodes. In the previous section, it is hypothesized that the success of trust reciprocation
(completion) can be determined by the amount of medium barrier interactions between
player A and B. This hypothesis is validated in this experiment using a computational
model for prediction. The trust reciprocation problem is considered as a binary class
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prediction problem. J48 decision tree is used as the binary class prediction model for
predicting trust reciprocation between a pair of nodes using the feature sets (discussed
above) for that pair of nodes.
The experiment is divided into 3 sub parts like its formation counterpart. The first
experiment was performed without the social semantic features. The next set of experi-
ment is performed with the complete set of features namely, the topographical features,
the homophilic features, and the 2 families of social semantic features as discussed in
the last subsection. To test the primary hypothesis put forth, the last model is created
by removing the social semantic feature family before the formation of trust. This helps
in proving the effectiveness of social interactions patterns between trust formation and
reciprocation and their predictive powers in predicting the phenomena of reciprocation.
3.7 Results & Discussion
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(a) Impact of Grouping on trust reciprocation
(b) Impact of Trading on trust reciprocation
Figure 3.3: The figures refer to the social interaction patterns between trust links are
formed and are reciprocated. This figure is a comparison of social interaction patterns
of dyad that have and have not reciprocated trust. For this study 6 weeks of interactions
before trust formation is studied and 6 weeks of interaction after trust reciprocation is
studied. The time between formation and reciprocation was divided into 4 buckets and
the interactions were divided into those buckets. The index for this figure is shown in
figure 3.4
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Figure 3.4: Index for figure presented in figure 3.3.
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A comparison of the 3 classes of models presented in table 3.1 portrays the difference
in classification accuracies of the various families of models proposed in a previous
section. It can be seen clearly that the introduction of social semantic features have
considerably improved the F-1 score of the entire prediction task. The readers would
like to compare the results provided in the first column with the second column to do
that. Next the hypothesis that the behavior of a dyad after trust is accorded is a good
indication can be seen from comparison of 2nd and the 3rd columns of table 3.1. It can
be seen that the mean differences between the 2 set of models is very low which leads
to the strengthening of the aforementioned hypothesis.
3.8 Trust Revocation
The third part of the “dyadic trust” puzzle is the problem of trust revocation as can be
seen in figure 3.1. After the discussion of the two most important phenomena of dyadic
trust namely formation and reciprocation, this study investigates the problem of trust
revocation to complete the state diagram introduced in figure 3.1. Trust revocation
is a phenomenon where one takes away the trust that she had accorded to another
individual. Like formation and reciprocation, trust revocation was investigated using
the compelling social interaction factors that affect the revocation of trust.
For this analysis, the study separately considers each social interaction network and
check the impact of the interaction on trust revocation. A check is performed on the
amount of social interaction for each week for a period of 20 weeks and is represented
in figure 3.5.
It is very hard to study the behavior of each character pair in the game. Based on
empirical analysis, it was decided to cluster the entire character pairs into 3 behavioral
clusters to investigate the effect of social interactions on trust formation. The data is
clustered into several behavioral patterns and each of the lines in figure 3.5 refers to the
average behavior of the cluster. The average behavior of the population is very similar
to the behavior of the largest cluster. Since the number of trust revocation pairs are
very low compared to the formation and reciprocation problem, a different method is
introduced to study the social trends for the revocation problem.
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3.8.1 Social Interactions versus Trust Revocation
Figures 3.5(a), 3.5(b) and 3.5(c) provide the readers with visual patterns of the social
interactions (group, mentor and trade respectively) trends before and after trust re-
vocation. It has already been discussed that EverQuest II allows its users to revoke
trust which provides the unique opportunity to investigate the social patterns before
and after revocation of trust. It was found that the social interaction patterns before
revocation of trust comparable to that of formation of trust in each network although
the magnitude of social interactions were much higher (approximately 5 times) in case
of trust formation.
3.9 Experiments & Results for Revocation Study
3.9.1 Experimental Setup
The experiments for the revocation were modeled exactly the same way as in the re-
ciprocation problem. Sections 3.6 and 3.6.1 provide a detailed discussion of the feature
set used and the experimental setup. The only difference in these 2 cases are the 2
distinct populations created. In case of reciprocation the 2 populations referred to the
population of users who have reciprocation trust and those who have initiated but not
reciprocated trust. In this case the 2 population refer to as the population who have
revoked trust and those who have initiated but have not revoked trust. Otherwise the
features, and the models of prediction all remain the same and can be studied from the
previous sections.
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(a) Impact of grouping on trust revocation (b) Impact of mentoring on trust revocation
(c) Impact of trading on trust revocation
Figure 3.5: The figures refer to the social interaction patterns before and after trust
revocation between two in-game characters. All interactions are studied over a 20 week
period where trust/distrust between characters form during the 10th week. X -axis refers
to the week in question and Y -axis refers to the average number of social interaction
session (as defined in the last section) of each cluster in question. The whole population
of in-game characters in the dataset were clustered into 3 behaviorial categories and
the colored lines in the plot represents the average behavior of a single behaviorial
cluster. The “Average” describes the mean behavior of the entire population. The
red dashed and dotted vertical line denotes the week where the trust revocation link
was formed between these characters. The percentages in the parenthesis next to each
group refers to the percentage of the total population that belongs to a certain group.
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3.9.2 Results
The results presented in table 3.2 compared to the prediction tasks performed in the
trust formation (table 2.4) and reciprocation (table 3.1) is very different. Although the
prediction accuracies for the entire model is decent, it is far off from the prediction
accuracies that is demonstrated in the last 2 prediction tasks. This leads us to believe
that prediction a negative emotion like revocation is tougher and more nuanced than a
positive interaction like trust formation or reciprocation. A detailed discussion about
this will be provided in the following subsection.
3.9.3 Discussion
Trust revocation is a negative phenomenon. It is hypothesized that it is harder to predict
than reciprocation and formation. Phenomena like formation and reciprocation depends
on the quantity and quality of interactions between individuals. Thus it is relatively
easier to predict from a dataset which necessarily contains metadata and not individual
interactions. In this scenario, metadata means that the dataset contains information
like who mentored whom and when. But it does not contain the social interaction
details that happened during the session. On the other hand revocation is a negative
phenomenon. It is hypothesized that revocation solely depends upon the quality of
interactions. One terrible experience can easily lead to a revocation which is hard to
model using a quantitative, metadata-based dataset used for this research. Moreover
revocation is a much rarer phenomenon compared to the two other phenomena. For
example, in a 14 week period there has been only 1035 revocation instances compared
to 36578 non-revoked instances. The number of data points for revocation is too little
to build a comprehensive nuanced model for trust revocation.
Chapter 4
Trustingness & Trustworthiness:
A Pair of Complementary Trust
Measures in a Social Network
4.1 Overview
The increase in analysis of real life social networks has led to a better understanding
of the ways humans socialize in a group. Since trust is an important part of any social
interaction, researchers use such networks to understand the nuances of trust relation-
ships. One of the major requirements in trust applications is identifying the trustworthy
actors in these networks. This chapter proposes a pair of complementary measures that
can be used to measure trust scores of actors in a social network using involvement
of social networks. Based on the proposed measures, an iterative matrix convergence
algorithm is developed that calculates the trustingness and the trustworthiness of each
actor in the network. Trustingness of an actor is defined as the propensity of an actor to
trust his neighbors in the network. Trustworthiness, on the other hand, is defined as the
willingness of the network to trust an individual actor. The algorithm is proposed based
on the idea that a person having higher trustingness score contributes to the trustwor-
thiness of its neighbors to a lower degree. Conversely, a higher trustworthiness score is
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a result of lots of neighbors linked to the actor having low trustingness scores. The algo-
rithm runs in O(k×|E|) time where k denotes the number of iterations and |E| denotes
the number of edges in the network. Moreover, the study shows that the algorithm
converges to a finite value very quickly. Finally this study uses the proposed scores
for trust prediction in various social networks and show that the proposed algorithm
performs better (average 5%) than the state of the art trust scoring algorithms.
4.2 Introduction
The previous decade has seen the emergence of social networks representing every sphere
of life. There are applications which do not primarily depend on such networks, but
build those as a result of actors interacting with each other. Websites like Facebook,
Google+ and Twitter are examples of applications where the users interact directly with
each other thereby creating a network of their own. These networks are extremely large
with Facebook reaching a billion users in the recent past. Actors, in these networks,
connect directly with each other, share videos and audio, and perform a host of other
engaging activities. There is a second class of online applications where the primary
motive of the application is not to directly interact with each other but to use a specific
service that the host is offering. For example, sites like Youtube and Dailymotion are
popular video hosting sites whereas sites like Epinions, SlashDot and Reddit let users
rate products and movies and generate, edit and read content. Although the primary
motive is not to interact, these applications incentivize actors to interact by commenting,
trusting and/or liking each other. There is a third variety of networks which are formed
as a result of the actors playing online computer games. These games are very engaging
in nature [65] and are considered a microcosm of the real life society. On one hand these
games provide a platform for millions of players to share a concurrent virtual world and
interact with the objects and on the other hand it allows the players to interact within
themselves.
As discussed previously, the network formed in each of the applications varies vastly.
The edges represent various concepts in each of the networks. For example, in Face-
book, an edge between two actors can represent the fact that they have befriended each
other whereas an edge in Youtube can represent an actor liking or commenting on a
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second person‘s video. There are networks which captures trust also. For example, in
Epinions.com, users are allowed to “trust” each other. The interactions of a user and
the “web of trust” thus formed, determine the reviews that a user finally sees1 .
Trust is an abstract human concept. There are various connotations of trust and
each form substantially differs from the other. Moreover, there is the element of human
perception. Being an abstract concept, trust cannot be measured directly. The only way
to measure trust is to identify proxies which can be scientifically mapped to the abstract
concept of trust [22]. The strength of trust depends on both the edge weight between
the “truster” and the “trustee” and also the inherent propensity of the “truster” to trust
actors in the network. For example, let us assume, in a network of several actors, there
is one actor who trusts almost every other actor in the network. Whereas a second
person in the network is persnickety about the actor he chooses to trust. Thus, the
trust conferred by the second person will be more valuable to an average actor in the
network.
As can be seen, datasets having edges representing human relations is very common
in social media. These datasets provide a very rich medium to study human relations
like trust. It becomes highly important for various disciplines to identify the actors
in these networks who are “highly trustworthy” and those who trusts a lot of fellow
actors. Identifying and scoring these actors not only help in classical problems like
trust prediction in social networks but also help in solving problems like “stopping
rumor spread” and “viral marketing”. This chapter discusses in detail how scoring
trust in a social network aids in trust prediction.
Figure 4.1: The two trust measures introduced in this study negatively reinforce each
other.
1 http://snap.stanford.edu/data/soc-Epinions1.html
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This research has the following contributions:
• A pair of complementary global trust measures for a social trust network
• A classification system of networks based on risk involved to create links in a
network
• Modeling involvement (by a Zipf distribution) and negative feedback property
using a decay function
– Error Bounds of the decay function
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a survey of the research done
in the broad area of computational trust and more specifically in the area of scoring
trust in social networks. The next section sets up the problem of computing trust scores.
Next the proposed approach is discussed followed by a section on algorithmic analysis.
Finally a section on experiments and results is presented and eventually the chapter is
wrapped by putting forth the conclusions and future work.
4.3 Related Work
Iterative matrix algorithms to compute abstract scores [66] of entities have been around
for a long time. It was introduced in the field of marketing research to compute the
influence of a product in its market segment [67], [68]. Kamakura et. al. [68] proposed
a pair of measures driven by a product‘s market share. The proposed measures are
competitive clout & vulnerability, referring to the impact the product has on the
market shares of its competitors and a product‘s susceptibility to have their market
share change as a result of price change of a competitor respectively. These measures
complement each other. A successful product is expected to have a high competitive
clout and low vulnerability. In [68], the authors have computed scores of four products
for various segments of the society. The primary assumption in the chapter was that
all four products impacted each other in the market. The analysis lacked an underlying
network structure.
Graph theoretic models were used in the late 1990s by PageRank [36] and HITS [35]
to rank nodes in a network. The context of usage of both algorithms was to aid the then
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fledgling state of web search. The algorithms popularized web search. Consequently
a host of other methods building upon either of the two methods [69] or proposing
entirely new algorithms have been introduced [70]. Like [68], HITS introduced two
complementary measures as the means for finding “authoritative” web pages on a given
web search query. Given a web search query, HITS creates a network of web pages and
calculates the hubs and authority scores for all pages in the network. However, both
in HITS and in the preceding work by Kamakura et. al. [68], the pair of measures
proposed reinforces each other positively, i.e., increase in one measure of a node leads to
an increase in the other measure of its neighbors. The situation completely changes when
the measures negatively reinforce each other. The algorithm behaves very differently
and the convergence of the iterative matrix algorithm does not follow the patterns shown
in [35].
During the last decade various researchers have tried to assign trust scores [71],
[72], [73], [33] to nodes in a network to accomplish various tasks. Trust scores can be
defined as scores that an algorithm puts on a node in a trust network based on various
structural aspects of the node. Eigentrust [72] proposes to rate trust scores of peers
in a P2P network. These scores help an ordinary user in the network to identify the
trustworthy peers and initiate content download from them. This introduces policing
inside a P2P network and discourages the dishonest peers to spread malicious and/or
bogus content. Eigentrust, like Pagerank [36] calculates a single score for each node
in the network. The study refers to it as the trust score. This score is calculated as
a function of the trust/distrust votes a node gets based on the quality of content it is
sharing with its peers. However, in this algorithm, one‘s reputation does not play a part
in the weight of the node‘s trust vote.
Researchers have proposed measures to rank bias and deserve of a node in a network
[73]. Like HITS, the research uses an iterative matrix algorithm to calculate bias and
deserve of nodes which reinforce each other. In computation of deserve, according to
[73], the authors rely only on the quality of inlinks. Here the paper tries to ascertain the
reputation of a node inside a network. In failing to capture quantity along with quality
of nodes, the paper fails to utilize the full potential of the whole network structure.
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4.4 Computing Trust Scores in a Network
“Trust/Reputation Scores” in a social network is defined as a single or a set of scores that
is assigned to each actor in the network representing his level of trust in the network.
Researchers [72] have used single scores in network to depict the reputation of a node in
the network. In this work, instead of assigning a single score, a pair of scores have been
assigned to each actor in the network. These scores are referred to as “trustingness”
and “trustworthiness” of actors in a network.
Primarily the objective of this research is twofold:
• Quantification of the abstract concept of trust in social networks. This is done in
a 2 phase process.
– Use a survey to determine trusting-decision involvement or simply involve-
ment of social networks,
– Use involvement and negative feedback property in trust to quantify it into
2 scores.
• Application of the trust scores to solve social network prediction class of problems.
The problem of calculating trust scores in a network is stated as follows:
4.4.1 Problem Definitions
The problem of finding trust scores in a social network can be defined as follows:
Given a directed social network G = V,E and its trusting-decision involvement,
where each edge is denoted by e(uv) ∈ E represents a directed edge between source
node u ∈ V and destination node v ∈ V and may or may not have weight w(uv). In
terms of a trust network, the edge e(u, v) represents node u trusting node v.
In its current form, the problem outputs 2 scores (trustingness and trustworthiness)
for each actor in the network. The primary constraints for the problem is that the
sum of trustworthiness of all nodes in the network equals 1 and the sum of trustingness
scores of all nodes in the network sums up to 1.
∑
v∈V
Trustingness(v) = 1 (4.1)
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∑
v∈V
Trustworthiness(v) = 1 (4.2)
Problem Statement: Trust Scores
Formally, the problem of finding trustingness and trustworthiness in a network can be
defined as follows:
Given:
1. A directed network G < V,E > where V represents a set of all actors (nodes,
used interchangeably) in the network and E represents the set of all edges in the
network,
2. A convergence value δ,
3. Involvement of the directed social network.
Compute:
• For each actor v ∈ V
1. Trustingness
2. Trustworthiness
Constraint:
1. Sum of trustingness of all actors = 1 as represented in equation A.1.
2. Sum of trustworthiness of all actors = 1 as represented in equation A.2.
Readers can change the normalization criteria to suit his own requirements.
As can be seen in the problem statement, one of the input for computing trust
scores in a network is the level of “involvement of a given network”. Next, a problem
statement for computing involvement in a directed social network will be formalized.
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Problem Statement: Involvement of a Social Network
Laurent and Kapferer in [74] defined involvement of a network as the amount of loss a
node stands to incur when it creates a wrong link. Jain and Srinivasan in [75] provided
evidence of more and more social scientists accepting Laurent’s definition of involvement
in networks. In other words involvement is defined as the potential loss of an actor in
a network for creating a wrong link.
Applying the definition of trusting-decision involvement henceforth referred to as
involvement, from the consumer behavior research (e.g., Jain and Srinivasan [75] and
Laurent and Kapferer in [74]), involvement of a social network is defined as an actor‘s
perceived importance of trusting-decisions within the network and perceived risk or loss
in case of wrong decisions.
In this research, a user survey is used to determine the involvement score of different
networks, because involvement is a concept inherently perceived by network users. The
survey was designed where respondents were provided with description of different social
networks and asked a series of 7-point scale questions. These questions assessed the
respondents‘ perceived importance of making decisions to link or not to link to others
within the network along with perceived risks involved.
4.5 Approach: Trust Score Calculation
4.5.1 Calculation of Involvement of a Social Network
The concept of involvement in a social network was introduced in the previous section.
Laurent and Kapferer in [74] defines involvement in social networks as the potential risk
an actor takes when he is creating a link in the network. In a highly involved network,
an actor stands to lose much more compared to a low involved network when he creates
a potentially wrong link.
The survey questionnaire was designed by adopting well-established involvement
measurement with a series of 7-point scales. In the survey questionnaire a detailed
description of each social network was provided. Primarily, what each node in the
particular social network refers to was listed and also what each link in the network
represents. To measure involvement, the respondents were asked 5 questions which
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are considered proxies for involvement. The questions measured the potential risk of
creating a wrong link in the network and the perceived risks associated with the net-
works. The survey questionnaire for a sample network (Twitter Retweet network) had
the following questions:
1. In deciding to retweet in Twitter, would you say that:
• I would not care at all whose message I retweet =⇒ I would care a great deal
2. Do you think that the users of Twitter would be all very alike or all very different
in terms of their trustworthiness for your retweeting?
3. In making your decision to retweet someone in Twitter, how concerned would you
be about the outcome of your choice?
4. How do you feel about the potential risk of retweeting a wrong person in Twitter?
5. How important would it be for you to make a right choice of retweeting a person
in Twitter?
Survey Sample
The survey, approved by IRB2 , was administered within a sample of undergraduate
students in a US mid-western research university. The sample of respondents was re-
cruited from Computer Science and Mass Communication departments and a total of
123 participants took part in the survey. Out of the 123, 69 were male, 53 female and
1 person did not wish to disclose his/her sex. The median age of the respondents was
20 with the majority of the respondents being Caucasians (105 out of 123).
Survey Compilation
The most important part of any survey is to check the consistency of the answers
provided by the respondents. It ensures that the responses provided are not random. To
check the consistency of the responses, Cronbach‘s α test is used. Cronbach‘s α, which
is a co-efficient of internal consistency is commonly used as an estimate of reliability of
2 Institutional Review Board
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survey measurement. In a sum of K components (K−items or K−testlets), Cronbach‘s
α is defined as [76]
alpha =
K
K − 1
(
1−
∑
i=1Kσ
2
Yi
σ2X
)
(4.3)
where σ2X is the variance of the observed total test scores, and σ
2
Yi
the variance of
component i for the current sample of persons. In other words Cronbach‘s α measures
the ratio of sum of variances of responses of every single test question to the variance
of the entire test. A lower variance indicates that the respondents are consistent in
their answers. It also indicates that there is very little randomness involved on the
respondents‘ part while answering the questions.Cronbach‘s α score is presented for
each surveyed social network in table 5.2 on page 100.
Once an acceptable consistency score (Cronbach‘s α) was reached for a network,
the responses of the survey from a 7 point scale was normalized to a score between 0
and 1. For each question in the survey, all respondents‘ answers were compiled across
all networks. To normalize the scores between 0 and 1, 0 was considered as mean - 1
standard deviation (say L) and 1 as mean + 1 standard deviation (say U). To calculate
the normalized score of each network the mean score (out of 7), say M was calculated,
and was normalized using the equation M−LU−L . The involvement score for each surveyed
social network is shown in table 5.2 on page 100.
4.5.2 Trust Scores: Basic Concepts
In this section the concepts of Trust Scores in a social network G(V,E), where V denotes
the set of all edges and E denotes the set of all edges, is revisited:
In Function
The function in of a node in(v) where v ∈ V is defined as a set of nodes which are the
source nodes for all the incoming edges of node v.
Out Function
The function out of a node out(v) where v ∈ V is defined as a set of nodes which are
the destination nodes for all the outgoing edges of node v.
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Trustingness
Trustingness of an actor is defined as his propensity to trust others in the network.
A higher trustingness score necessarily implies that the actor has a high propensity to
trust others in the network.
Trustworthiness
Trustworthiness, true to its dictionary meaning, defines how trustworthy an actor is.
Like trustingness score, a higher trustworthiness score means the actor is a highly trust-
worthy person in the network.
Trust Score: Properties
The primary property leveraged to calculate trust scores is the negative feedback prop-
erty of trust. The concept of negative feedback in trust can be well understood using
the example network provided in figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: An example network where edges indicate source trusting destination.
In figure 4.2, there are nodes (say L), which has a high propensity to trust other
nodes. L trusts almost all nodes in the network, except 1 (Node Q). Thus it can be
seen that the L will accord trust to almost anyone in the network which should decrease
the weight of its trust vote compared to a node like M which accords its trust very
selectively.
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Conversely, it can be seen that node Q is a highly trusted node. A high number
of nodes in the network trust it. Moreover the nodes that trust (K,M,N) it in turn
trusts a very selective amount of other nodes which makes their(K,M,N ‘s) votes more
valuable compared to L’s.
Using the negative feedback property described above, it can be said that a higher
trustingness score contributes to the trustworthiness of its neighbors to a lower de-
gree. And a higher trustworthiness score is a result of lots of neighbors having low
trustingness scores. In a variably weighted network, a person‘s trustingness depends on
the edge weights of the outgoing edges. An actor‘s trustingness is given by:
trustingness(v) =
∑
∀x∈out(v)
(
w(v, x)
1 + trustworthiness(x)
)
(4.4)
Equation 4.4 suggests that the trustingness depends on three factors:
• Trustworthiness of the destination nodes
• Number of outgoing links
• Edge weight of each outgoing link
Similarly an actor‘s trustworthiness is given by:
trustworthiness(u) =
∑
∀x∈in(u)
(
w(x, u)
1 + trustingness(x)
)
(4.5)
Equation 4.5 suggests that the trustworthiness function depends on three factors:
• Trustingness of the source node
• Number of incoming links
• Edge weight of each incoming link
Trust Scores: Hypothesis
While introducing involvement in page no., 69, it was mentioned that involvement of a
social network will be used to calculate trust scores in a network. To understand the
usage, the use of decay function in trust score calculation will be introduced. As seen in
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the last section, an increase in the value of 1 score (say trustworthiness) inversely impacts
the 2nd score (trustingness) of its neighbors. Decay function helps in characterizing this
property which can be seen in the formaliztions of the scores presented in equations 4.4
& 4.5.
Level of involvement of a network is defined as the amount of risk involved in making
a wrong link in the network. Higher the risk in a social network(i.e., higher the involve-
ment score), higher should be the effect of a neighbor’s trustingness on the calculation of
a node’s trustworthiness and vice versa. Using this hypothesis and a Zipf distribution, it
is claimed that trustworthiness is inversely proportional to sum of involvement exponent
of neighboring nodes’ trustingness and trustingness is inversely proportional to sum of
involvement exponent of neighboring nodes’ trustworthiness. Thus the equations in 4.4
& 4.5 get transformed into equations 4.6 & 4.7 respectively.
ti(v) =
∑
∀x∈out(v)
(
w(v, x)
(1 + (tw(x))s
)
(4.6)
tw(u) =
∑
∀x∈in(u)
(
w(x, u)
1 + (ti(x))s
)
(4.7)
where ti(v) is trustingness of node v, tw(v) is trustworthiness of node v and s is the
involvement score of the given network.
To understand the use of involvement score, let us hypothetically consider 2 net-
works, one with involvement score(s) of 0 and other with s = 1. In the network
with s = 0, there is no risk involved with creating wrong links. Thus calculation of
trustworthiness should not be affected by neighbor‘s trustingness. Substituting s = 0
in equation 4.7, the equation transforms to tw(u) =
∑
∀x∈in(u)
(
w(x,u)
1+(ti(x))0
)
. The modi-
fied equation shows that making s = 0 converts the trustingness of neighbors into 1
and thus trustworthiness becomes a function of the quantity of connections and qual-
ity. Conversely in a network with s = 1, the risk involved in creating a wrong link
becomes very high. Thus, while calculating trustworthiness, trustingness of neighbors
should highly affect the trustworthiness score of a node. Equation 4.7 gets modified into
tw(u) =
∑
∀x∈in(u)
(
w(x,u)
1+(ti(x))1
)
. In this case, since the proposed approach is using (ti(x))1,
trustingness of neighbors is entirely affecting the a node’s trustworthiness scores.
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4.6 TSM: Algorithm to Compute Trust Scores
In this section the TSM (Trust scores in Social Media) algorithm is presented to mea-
sure trustingness and trustworthiness of actors in the network. The phrases TSM and
Trust Scores are used interchangeably throughout the study and is intended to mean
the same algorithm (Algorithm 1) whose description is provided below.
4.6.1 Algorithm
The last section discusses how equations 4.6 and 4.7 reinforce each other. They are
mutually recursive in the sense that trustingness of an actor is dependent on the trust-
worthiness of its neighbors and vice versa. An iterative matrix convergence algorithm is
used to solve the problem of finding trust scores in a network. Although TSM is a HITS-
like algorithm, but is considerably different from the original idea of HITS proposed by
[35]. HITS is a 2-score scoring system where only the scores from previous iteration
affect calculation of scores in the current iteration. However is TSM, the porposed ap-
proach uses a 3rd external factor called involvement (of social networks) as introduced
in equations 4.6 and 4.7 via a Zipf function. Moreover HITS uses a positive feedback
loop and thereby uses simple matrix manipulation for its convergence. On the other
hand TSM leverages the negative feedback property of trust thereby changing the whole
concept of HITS. The idea of convergence is not straight forward since to the best of the
author’s knowledge no such convergence proof exists for algorithms leveraging negative
feedback.
TSM is an iterative matrix convergence algorithm/ It takes the equations presented
in equations 4.6 & 4.7 and iterates over it as shown in algorithm 1. Trustingness takes the
trustworthiness scores of all out(v) from the previous iteration. The same is applicable
for the trustworthiness calculation. The modified equations are given below:
tii(v) =
∑
∀x∈out(v)
(
w(v, x)
(1 + (twi−1(x))s
)
(4.8)
twi(u) =
∑
∀x∈in(u)
(
w(x, u)
1 + (tii−1(x))s
)
(4.9)
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To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first time, an iterative convergence
algorithm has been used to model an abstract human emotion.
Data: 1) a directed graph G = (V,E) consisting of vertices and edges with or
without weights, and,
2) maximum number of permitted iterations k, and/or,
3) Difference of scores between 2 iteration, δ.
Result: A set of 2 trust scores(trustingness(ti), trustworthiness(tw)) ∀v ∈ V .
Initialize all v ∈ V to (1, 1);
for (i = 1;
max(max(|tii(v)− tii−1(v)|),max(|twi(v)− twi−1(v)|)) < δ or i ≤ k; + + i) do
for each node v ∈ V do
update scores of each vertex using scores from last iteration;
ti′i(v) =
∑
∀x∈out(v)
(
w(v,x)
(1+(twi−1(x))s
)
;
out(v) = set of all vertices which are destination vertex of all outgoing
edges from v;
end
for each node v ∈ V do
tw′i(u) =
∑
∀x∈in(u)
(
w(x,u)
1+(tii−1(x))s
)
;
in(v) = set of all vertices which are source vertex of all incoming edges to
v;
end
tii = Normalize (ti
′
i);
twi = Normalize (tw
′
i);
end
Algorithm 1: Algorithm to calculate Trust Scores
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TSM described in algorithm 1 takes a directed graph as input and asks the user for
a convergence criteria or a maximum permitted number of iterations. In each iteration,
for each node in the network, trustingness and trustworthiness is calculated using the
equations presented in equations 4.8 and 4.9. Once the measures are calculated for
each node in the network, the scores are normalized by adhering to the normalization
constraints the user chooses to use. At the start of each iteration a convergence criterion
is checked. If the difference of values between the last two iterations is less than the
user defined δ parameter or if the total number of iterations is greater that user defined
k, the algorithm converges.
4.6.2 Algorithmic Complexity
TSM is an iterative algorithm presented in algorithm 1. For each iteration, the trust-
ingness and trustworthiness scores need to be calculated for each actor in the network.
Trustingness is calculated using equation 4.6. Assuming |E| to be the total number
of edges present in the network, calculating trustingness requires time in the order of
O(|E|) since each edge has to be computed once in the use of equation 4.8. Similarly
computation of trustworthiness according to equation 4.9 requires computation of each
edge once. In case of the calculation of trustingness, the trustworthiness of the des-
tination node of each edge is used whereas in case of calculation of trustworthiness,
trustingness score of the source node of each node is used. The time required for the
calculation of trustingness and trustworthiness in each iteration is of the order O(|E|).
The rest of the operations like normalization, etc., in each iteration is of the order of
nodes present in the network O(|V |). Since it is assumed that the number of nodes in
the network is less than the number of edges (|E| > |V |), it can be concluded that the
running time for TSM is k ×O(|E|) = O(k × |E|).
4.7 Algorithmic Analysis
4.7.1 Rate of Convergence
In this section, it will be shown that the maximum deviation of the value of any of the
two trust measures for an actor is bound by an inverse exponential function dependent on
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the number of iterations. For this proof, it is assumed that a slightly different version of
the measures introduced in equations 4.6 and 4.7, which belongs to same family of decay
function(inverse decay function). In the proof the Laplacian correction is disregarded,
and it is assumed that s = 1. Moreover the proof assumes a local normalization factor.
The proof in this section will use trustworthiness to prove the error bounds. Since
trustingness and trustworthiness are mirror images of one another, interested readers
can use trustingness to prove the same.
It is assumed in this proof that an actor can reach his “true” trustworthiness scores
in infinite iterations. Thus, the difference between the actual trustworthiness of a node
v ∈ V and the trustworthiness of v at an iteration i is given by |trustworthinss∞(v)−
trustworthinessi(v)|. In this section it will be proved this value is bound by an inverse
exponential function on the number of iterations. For the sake of convenience, the term
trustworthiness will be replaced by an abbreviation tw and trustineness by ti. Thus,
an equation like 4.5 will look like.
tw(u) =
1
2|in(v)|
∑
∀x∈in(u)
(
w(x, u)
ti(x)
)
(4.10)
Moreover, trustingness will be shortened to ti. Although this proof uses an infinite
iteration to reach the “true” trustworthiness score of an actor, it will be shown using
this proof that the family of function TSM belongs to converges in a small number of
iterations.
Theorem 1 The difference between the values of trustworthiness between any two iter-
ations is less than equal to 1.
Proof: According to equation A.2, it is shown that the value of trustworthiness
score will always be normalized between 0 and 1. Thus the difference of trustworthiness
between any two consecutive iterations can not be more than 1.
Lemma 2 Prove: ∑
t
1
xy
≤
∑
t
1
x
×
∑
t
1
y
(4.11)
where t ∈ N
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Proof: Expanding R.H.S(
1
x1
+
1
x2
+ . . .+
1
xt
)
×
(
1
y1
+
1
y2
+ . . .+
1
yt
)
=
1
x1y1
+
1
x2y2
+ . . .+
1
xtyt
+
1
x1y2
+ . . .+
1
x1yt
+ . . .+
1
xtyt−1
=
∑
t
1
xy
+
1
x1y2
+ . . .+
1
x1yt
+ . . .+
1
xtyt−1
Since 1x1y2 + . . .+
1
x1yt
+ . . .+ 1xtyt−1 is non-negative R.H.S ≥ L.H.S.
Theorem 3 The difference between the trustworthiness score of an actor at an iteration
i and the “true” trustworthiness score of the actor is bounded by an inverse exponential
function having a function in the order of iteration i.
|tw∞(v)− twi(v)| ≤ 1
2i
(4.12)
Proof Mathematical induction is used for the proof From equation 4.9 and replacing
the Laplacing correction,
twi+1(v) =
1
2|in(v)|
∑
∀x∈in(v)
(
w(x, v)
tii+1(x)
)
(4.13)
Now substituting the value of tii+1(x) from equation 4.8 in equation 4.13 :
twi+1(v) =
1
2|in(v)|
∑
∀x∈in(v)
 w(x, v)1
|out(x)|
∑
∀y∈out(x)
(
w(xy)
twi(y)
)
 (4.14)
Now substituting the value of trustworthiness from equation 4.14 in the following
equations
tw∞(v) =
1
2|in(v)|
∑
∀x∈in(v)
 w(x, v)1
|out(x)|
∑
∀y∈out(x)
(
w(xy)
tw∞(y)
)
 (4.15)
tw1(v) =
1
2|in(v)|
∑
∀x∈in(v)
 w(x, v)1
|out(x)|
∑
∀y∈out(x)
(
w(xy)
tw0(y)
)
 (4.16)
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Basis Step The proof is for i = 1
|tw∞(v)− tw1(v)| = 1
2|in(v)|
∑
∀x∈in(v)
(
w(x, v)
ti∞(x)
− w(x, v)
ti0(x)
)
(4.17)
|tw∞(v)− tw1(v)|
=
1
2|in(v)|
∑
∀x∈in(v)
(
w(x, v)
1
|out(x)|
∑
∀y∈out(x)
(
w(xy)
tw∞(y)
)−
w(x, v)
1
|out(x)|
∑
∀y∈out(x)
(
w(xy)
tw0(y)
))
[Assuming an equally weighted network w(a, b) = 1]
=
1
2|in(v)|
∑
∀x∈in(v)
(
1
1
|out(x)|
∑
∀y∈out(x)
(
1
tw∞(y)
)−
1
1
|out(x)|
∑
∀y∈out(x)
(
1
tw0(y)
))
=
1
2|in(v)|
∑
∀x∈in(v)
1
|out(x)|
[ ∑
∀y∈out(x)
1
tw0(y)
− ∑
∀y∈out(x)
1
tw∞(y)
]
1
|out(x)|
[ ∑
∀y∈out(x)
(
1
tw0(y)
)
× ∑
∀y∈out(x)
(
1
tw∞(y)
)]

From Theorem 1,
(4.18)
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Induction Step Assuming that the maximum deviation of trustworthiness at the ith
iteration is bounded by 1
2i
, prove that the maximum deviation in the (i+ 1)th iteration
is bounded by 1
2i+1
. The deviation in the (i+ 1)th iteration is given by
|tw∞(v)− twi+1(v)|
=
1
2|in(v)|
∑
∀x∈in(v)
(
w(x, v)
1
|out(x)|
∑
∀y∈out(x)
(
w(xy)
tw∞(y)
)−
w(x, v)
1
|out(x)|
∑
∀y∈out(x)
(
w(xy)
twi(y)
))
(4.19)
Replacing tw1 with twi+1 and tw0 with twi in the set of equations represented in
4.18,
|tw∞(v)− twi+1(v)|
≤ 1
2|in(v)|
∑
∀x∈in(v)
 1
out(x)
∑
∀y∈out(x)
|i|
 (4.20)
i = |max0, tw∞(v)−max0, twi(v)|
In this case either i = 0 or i = |tw∞(v)− twi(v)|. Thus |i| ≤ |tw∞(v)− twi(v)| ≤ 12t
Therefore replacing values in equation 4.20
|tw∞(v)− twi+1(v)| ≤ 1
2i+1
(4.21)
Hence proved
In this proof, it is shown that for a similar family of function to the one used for
calculating trust scores, the difference between trustworthiness score of an actor at an
iteration “i” and his true trustworthiness score is bounded by an inverse function having
a function in the order of iteration “i”.
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4.7.2 Convergence
To prove the convergence of TSM, the error bounds need to be used. The final conver-
gence proof will be in similar vein to other iterative algorithms like Bias and Deserve
[73] and SIMRANK [77].
Let us assume that TSM converges at iteration k. Now using the rate of convergence
function, proved in the previous section, it is needed to prove that the trustworthiness
of the node at iteration k is less than the maximum deviation set at iteration k.,
Trustworthiness convergence can be defined as |tw∞(v)− twk(v)| ≤  where → 0.
Thus it can be concluded k > log
(
1

)
.
4.8 Experimental Evaluation & Results
4.8.1 Datasets
Several real life datasets publicly and privately available are used in this work. The pub-
licly available datasets used in this chapter are Epinions dataset [33], Slashdot dataset
[34], StackOverflow dataset and Twitter retweet dataset. The raw data for the Stack-
Overflow dataset was downloaded from Stackexchange archive3 . When an user marks
another user’s question as “favorite”, it is considered that a trust link has formed be-
tween the 2. The Twitter retweet dataset was made available. Retweeting in Twitter,
refers to the fact that the retweeter trusts the original tweeter‘s message. Thus, in this
dataset, retweeting is used as a proxy for trust.
The EQ2 dataset [22] used in this chapter is a gaming log from EverQuest II devel-
oped by Sony Online Entertainment. The data is collected over a 35 week period and
is completely anonymized. The data spans over various servers to make sure all types
of activities are captured. A summary of the network used is presented for a better
comprehension of the dataset.
Trust is an abstract concept. Proxies of trust are required to be identified which can
be scientifically mapped to the original concept of trust. In this dataset, housing access
in EverQuest II is used as a proxy for trust.
3 https://archive.org/details/stackexchange
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EQ II: House Network
Every character in the game is entitled to buy in-game houses [78]. Houses serve as a
refuge to store in-game virtual items amassed in the game. Thus, from the perspective
of in-game wealth, houses are vitally important to their owners. In EverQuest II, a
player can “trust” his in-game friend and allow the person access to his/her house. The
friend can view, interact and move objects in and out of these houses. When an owner
of a certain house (henceforth referred to as the truster) grants access of his house to an
in-game friend (henceforth referred to as the trustee), an edge in the housing network is
introduced. Granting access to one‘s house to a different character in the game involves
risk since the trustee can “steal” objects from the house that the owner (truster) has
put effort to amass.
Table 4.1: Snapshot of the datasets used
Datasets Epinions Slashdot EverQuestII
Nodes 75879 77360 78125
Edges 508837 905468 180256
Nodes, edges in WCC 1.0, 1.0 1.0, 1.0 0.8,0.9
Nodes, edges in SCC 0.425, 0.872 0.909, 0.981 0.41, 0.78
A snapshot of the datasets are provided in table 5.2 along with Cronbach’s α score
& involvement score for the datasets. The details of the public datasets are taken from
the Stanford Network Analysis Project‘s dataset collection 4 .
Table 4.2: Snapshot of the datasets used
Datasets Nodes Edges Cronbach’s α Involvement Score
Stack Overflow 134523 1597888 0.858 0.552
EverQuest II 63918 128048 0.841 0.811
Epinions 75879 508837 0.785 0.667
SlashDot 77360 905468 0.858 0.552
Twitter 1012012 9013252 0.767 0.359
4 http://snap.stanford.edu/data/
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4.9 Experiments
Various analysis comparing trust scores with in-degree and out-degree of all the social
network datasets were performed. Moreover, comparison of the score distribution of the
proposed score with HITS [35] is shown in Appendix A.
In this section the results of using trust scores to predict trust formation in social
networks is presented. The proposed approach is compared to state of the art trust
scoring algorithms. Trustingness and trustworthiness of those individuals are high in a
network who have a high propensity to trust other and who are trustworthy by nature
respectively. It is hypothesized that if a person with high trustingness is geodesically
close to a person with high trustworthiness, a trust link should form. To exploit this
hypothesis, a trust prediction task comparing the proposed approach is conceived along
with state of the art trust scoring approaches like Bias-Deserve by [73] and HITS by
[35]. A better trust link prediction shows that the proposed idea conforms to the original
human idea of trust.
The prediction task was setup as a binary classification task where the attributes
were the scores from scoring algorithms. This would make the comparison a fair com-
parison. The positive instances in the dataset are the ones where the actual links were
present whereas negative instances were the ones where the links were absent but the
nodes were within a geodesic distance of 3 [79]. The algorithms used were Bias-Deserve,
HITS and 2 variations of the Trust Scores (TSM) algorithm. The “Adjusted Trust
Scores” is the variant of TSM algorithm which uses the involvement parameter. “Trust
Scores” is the variant without the involvement scores factored in. The results are tab-
ulated in figure 4.3.
The second set of experiment demonstrated here is “Precision @ K” charts and
“Precision-Recall” curves. For these experiments, all nodes were ranked with high-
est trustworthiness-trustingness product pairs within a certain geodesic distance. For
“precision @ K”, the ratio of number is checked for links actually formed to K. For
precision-recall for each precision, the recall is calculated and plotted. By definition,
a person with high trustingness should form a link with a highly trustworthy person.
Thus, if in reality this is happening in a real social network, it provides a validity of the
proposed concept.
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4.9.1 Results
Figure 4.3: F-measures of trust prediction by various algorithms.
The results of trust prediction can be found in figure 4.3. It can be seen that for ma-
jority of networks Adjusted Trust Scores performs better than all the other algorithms.
In SlashDot it is found that Trust Scores performing better than Adjusted Trust Scores.
SlashDot is a computer application related news bulletin and the respondents from Mass
Communication might not be the typical users of this website. Is is suspected that the
involvement score determined for this specific network might not be a true reflection of
the risk involved in creating a wrong link in this network.
(a) Precision at K chart for EverQuestII dataset. (b) Precision at K chart for Epinions dataset.
Figure 4.4: Precision at K chart for various datasets
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(a) Precision Recall curves for EverQuestII
dataset.
(b) Precision Recall curves for Epinions dataset.
Figure 4.5: Precision Recall curves for various datasets
In both figures 4.4(b) & 4.4(a), it is found that Adjusted Trust Scores have higher
precision than other techniques for all values of K. Adding the results demonstrated in
figures 4.5(b) & 4.5(a), it can be claimed that trust definitely is governed by the ideas
of trustingness and trustworthiness and a use of a negative feedback loop is the best
way to capture the essence in a social network.
4.10 Case Study
4.10.1 Identification of Rumor Spreading Paths in Hurricane Sandy
Tweets
For the purpose of performing an acid test of the proposed approach, an experimental
case study was done using tweets collected on Hurricane Sandy. The dataset consists of
sequences of re-tweets by various Twitter users who tweeted on the topic of Hurricane
Sandy. The primary aim of the case study was to find the trustworthy sources and also
to identify sources who have a propensity to spread misinformation and rumor.
Using re-tweet sequences from the dataset, a network was formed where re-tweets
was considered a proxy of trust. When a person re-tweets, he trusts the judgment of the
original poster and thereby spreads his view. The proposed approach assigned very low
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trustworthiness score to the posters who were later identified as the source of spreading
misinformation. The image shown in figure 4.6 was a well known rumor which got
circulated during the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy [80]. The user who tweeted the
image in figure 4.6 had a very low trustworthiness score.
Moreover the algorithm was also able to identify the highly trustworthy sources.
Typically the sources that had the highest trustworthy scores were the reputed media
houses like CNN 5 and FoxNews 6 .
Figure 4.6: Example of rumor spread during the aftermath of Sandy hurricane
4.11 Conclusion & Future Work
Assigning scores to actors in a trust network is crucial for several applications. This
chapter introduces two complementary concepts of trust, trustingness and trustworthi-
ness which have negative feedback properties. Unlike EigenTrust, while calculating the
trust scores of actors, this approach takes into account not only the incoming links, but
also the reputation of the truster. The algorithm proposed in this chapter is efficient
since it has an algorithm complexity of O(k×|E|) and is shown to converge very quickly.
5 http://www.cnn.com/
6 http://www.foxnews.com/
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The set of experiments performed show that the measures are analogous to other rank-
ing theorems. Finally, a case study on real life data shows the effectiveness of these
measures. On one hand they were capable of identifying actors spreading rumors and
on the other hand they were also capable of identifying reputed organizations which are
trusted highly by the community.
Currently the proposed measures are capable of measuring trust scores of actors
in a network. There are various applications which can benefit from a score like this.
Primarily an application is proposed where these scores can be used for stopping rumor
spread in networks or conversely can be used for maximizing influence in networks
thereby helping in applications like viral marketing. Since it is seen that the probability
of formation links for a highly trusting person is high, the rumor spreaders generally use
these channels to spread rumors in the networks. These vulnerability increases when
a highly trusting person becomes very trustworthy in the network. The in-links to the
node become highly vulnerable and become potential for rumor spread in the network.
An application of trust scores can be used to identify these nodes which can stop the
flow of rumor spread.
Moreover, instead of stopping the flow, identifying these nodes may also create
potential influence maximizers and influence flow paths in the network which can be
leveraged by agencies to virally market their products.
Chapter 5
Identification of Vulnerable Paths
in Social Networks
5.1 Overview
The future work of The last chapter alluded to the fact that the concept of negatively
reinforced trust scores can be used in various application areas. In some cases the
application of trust scores is proposed to start a new way the problem was viewed
and in other cases it builds over the existing solutions and provides newer insights into
both the problem space and also improves the accuracy of the current state-of-the-art
algorithms. This chapter discusses a couple of these application areas in great details
and will gloss over a few potential areas which can will benefit with the introduction of
trust scores.
5.2 Introduction
The primary objective of every entrepreneur is to reach the widest possible audience
for her products. Across the ages the techniques used has varied which has always been
defined by the technologies available at the time. The development of televisions, satel-
lites and radios have changed the way a product was advertised. After the emergence
of internet, online social network and online social media, the space of advertisements
have seen a radical shift. The advertisements not only include selling material/electronic
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products but also services and most importantly ideas.
The new age of advertisements have dawned upon us, and more and more advertisers
are trying to leverage the social media to sell their products in an already crowded
market place. The primary motivation for the advertiser in a social domain is to catch
the eye of his target consumer. A consumer will be enticed in ones product, only if they
are excited with the product and/or if the recommendation comes from someone that
the consumer “trusts” [81, 82]. For example in the Twitter network, this can equate
to so someone more likely to try a product or an idea if it endorsed by another person
whom this person follows or “retweets” regularly. Jansen et. al. in [81] shows that
even in 2009 the companies were exploiting these ideas in the Twitter space to promote
their products. The “word of mouth” advertisements is not a new cultural phenomena
that has emerged in the age of online social networks. It has always been there [83]. A
person is always more likely to use a product/service if a near and dear one (a person
whom he “trusts”) recommends.
With the dawn of the online social networks and social media these dynamics have
changed. These online social networks have erased geographic boundaries and have
enabled people to voice their opinions to hundreds of thousands of users (if not millions).
Thus a product can become viral easily since the information exchange can occur easily
compared to what it was even two decades ago. Advertisers have taken note of this
phenomena and are trying to leverage this while selling their products.
This chapter proposes a technique that identifies those actors in a network who are
in optimal topographical position (in a social network) to aid in viral marketing.
With the aid of trust scores calculated for each node in the network, introduced
in the last chapter, this chapter furthers the investigation. Here instead of calculating
scores for each node in the network, scores for each edge is calculated. The scores
are a function of trustingness of one node and trustworthiness of the other node. The
algorithm takes as an input a threshold also known as “vulnerability threshold(α)”.
The edges that have a score greater than α are considered “vulnerable” edges. This
algorithm looks for “long” vulnerable paths in the network. The hypothesis behind the
“vulnerable” paths is that information flow happens very easily along these paths in a
social network.
To measure the accuracy of this study, a prediction task is proposed at the end of
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the study which compares the trust path predictions and compares it against scores and
paths generated by state of the art trust scoring algorithms.
5.2.1 Motivation
Social network analysis have always helped viral marketing in its new avatar. It has
helped understand who can be potential targets and who are the ones that should be
targeting based on the influence and trust they have/share. Kleinbergs´ early study on
Influence propagation and later studies have proved it so. But the biggest problems in
these studies is that how to calculate the influence and how to exploit it.
Moreover weighing edges in a social networks have other applications too. For
example in Kempes´ seminal work on influence propagation [84], the edges weighed
which were referred to as influence probability were modeled randomly. Over the years
researchers have used various algorithms to model edge weights. But none of them to
the best of the author’s knowledge have leveraged the social network to put influence
propagation weights in the edges. Subbian in[85] have used extraneous information
like number of retweets and number of papers co-authored as weights to these edges.
This research uses only the network topographical structure to find these edges weights.
This study can also use those extraneous information that the other studies have used
to calculate the information transition probabilities for the edges in a social network.
5.2.2 Contributions
This study makes the following contributions:
1. This study looks not only at dyadic relations in a network but paths. This study
is able to leverage actors’ influence over other actors whom they may not know in
real life.
2. This study shows that there are a few actors in a network who can impact other
person’s decision to accept or reject a product by a series of actors present in the
path. This is done using the concept of “vulnerable paths” in a network. This is
the first study that exploits the notion of “vulnerable” paths in a social network
to understand how influence propagates in a social network.
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Figure 5.1: Companies who actively use online social viral marketing or are used exten-
sively as a medium for the same.
• This study uses Trust Scores from previous chapter to identify the vulnerable
paths through which the study proposes that influence will propagate.
3. The notion of calculating edge weights can also be used in other applications
directly for influence propagation transition probabilities.
5.3 Related Works
The problem of finding influencers in the network is often studied as an influence max-
imization problem [84, 86, 87, 85]. The problem of influence maximization is finding
the top-k nodes such that the average infection spread is maximized, under a specific
influence propagation model. There are two popular choices for the influence propa-
gation model, Independent Cascade (IC) and Linear Threshold (LT) [84]. All these
related work assume edge propagation probabilities for the influence propagation model
are given. The most popular choices for edge propagation probabilities are weighted
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cascade model [84] or trivalency model [88].
These techniques assume that the infection probabilities are provided as an input
to the social directed network. In other words these methods assume that somehow the
probabilities with which a person A will trust/influence person B is provided to the
algorithm. This becomes very tricky to estimate.
In this work instead of looking at finding the seeders in the network trust scores will
find pathways which will help in flow of influence in the social network.
5.4 Trust Scores: A Brief Description
5.4.1 Computing Trust Scores in a Network
‘Trust/Reputation Scores” in a social network is defined as a single or a set of scores that
is assigned to each actor in the network representing his level of trust in the network.
Researchers [72] have used single scores in network to depict the reputation of a node
in the network. In this work, instead of assigning a single score, a pair of scores have
been assigned to each actor in the network. These scores are known as “trustingness”
and “trustworthiness” of actors in a network.
Calculating trust scores is a 2-step process:
• Use a survey to determine trusting-decision involvement or simply involvement
of social networks,
• Use involvement and negative feedback property in trust to quantify it into 2
scores by exploiting the social network structure.
5.4.2 Calculating Involvement of a Social Network
Involvement of a social network is a user survey to determine the involvement score of
a given social network. Since involvement of a social network is a concept inherently
perceived by network users, a survey is designed where respondents were provided with
description of different social networks and asked a series of 7-point scale questions.
These questions assessed the respondents‘ perceived importance of making decisions to
link or not to link to others within the network along with perceived risks involved
thereby providing a normalized (between 0 and 1) score for the given network.
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5.4.3 Basic Concepts
In Function
The function in of a node in(v) where v ∈ V is defined as a set of nodes which are the
source nodes for all the incoming edges of node v.
Out Function
The function out of a node out(v) where v ∈ V is defined as a set of nodes which are
the destination nodes for all the outgoing edges of node v.
Trustingness
Trustingness of an actor is defined as his propensity to trust others in the network.
A higher trustingness score necessarily implies that the actor has a high propensity to
trust others in the network.
Trustworthiness
Trustworthiness, true to its dictionary meaning, defines how trustworthy an actor is.
Like trustingness score, a higher trustworthiness score means the actor is a highly trust-
worthy person in the network.
Trust Score: Properties
The primary property leveraged in this research to calculate trust scores is the negative
feedback property of trust. Using the negative feedback property it can be postulated
that a higher trustingness score contributes to the trustworthiness of its neighbors to
a lower degree. And a higher trustworthiness score is a result of lots of neighbors
having low trustingness scores. In a variably weighted network, a person‘s trustingness
depends on the edge weights of the outgoing edges.
trustingness(v) =
∑
∀x∈out(v)
(
w(v, x)
1 + trustworthiness(x)
)
(5.1)
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Similarly an actor‘s trustworthiness is given by:
trustworthiness(u) =
∑
∀x∈in(u)
(
w(x, u)
1 + trustingness(x)
)
(5.2)
5.4.4 Edge Score
Trustingness and trustworthiness of all the nodes can be calculated for a social network.
Edge score of a directed edge A− > B indicating A “trusts” B is defined as the product
of the trustingness score of A with the trustworthiness score of B.
5.4.5 Vulnerable Edges
An edge which has an edge score es ≤ some vulnerability threshold is defined as a
vulnerable edge.
5.4.6 Vulnerable Paths
In a social network a path is defined as a sequence of directed edges. A vulnerable path
is defined as the sequence of edges in a social where each of the edge in the sequence is
a vulnerable edge.
5.5 Assumptions
The primary assumption in this research is if an actor A “trusts” another actor B in a
network, then B has some “influence” over A [37]. For example in a social network like
Twitter if A “follows” B, A is more likely to retweet B’s tweets. Thus in this research the
reader needs to remember that the influence flow in the network is in opposite direction
to the trust flow in the network.
5.6 Problem Statement
The problem of finding vulnerable paths in a social network can be defined as follows.
Given:
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1. A directed network G < V,E > where V represents a set of all actors (nodes,
used interchangeably) in the network and E represents the set of all edges in the
network,
2. A vulnerability threshold α,
3. Trust scores ti, tw ∀v ∈ V
4. A minimum path length β
Compute:
• find all vulnerable paths that are greater than equal to 2 (or β, when provided)
Objective:
Constraint:
• The edges should be subsequent to each other and there should be one direction
of influence flow.
• The weight of each edge in the paths should be higher than α
5.7 Approach
This section provides a detailed analysis of the algorithm to find vulnerable paths in
a social network. To understand this algorithm the reader needs to have a good un-
derstanding of the Trust Scores algorithm presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis. The
primary assumption of the algorithm is that the algorithm is already provided with the
trust scores for each node in the network.
5.7.1 Finding Vulnerable Paths
The first step in the algorithm of finding vulnerable paths is identifying vulnerable
edges in the network. Given the vulnerability threshold α, find all the edges that have
a vulnerability higher than α. Once the vulnerable edges are identified in the network,
re draw the social network with only the “vulnerable” edges.
The network so drawn will be used to find paths greater than the provided path
threshold β G′ = (V,E′).
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5.7.2 Algorithm to find “Vulnerable Paths”
This section will discuss the algorithm to find vulnerable paths of length gen from a
modified network G′.
Data: 1) a directed graph G′ = (V,E′) consisting of vertices and edges where
edges represent vulnerability weights,
2)path length n.
Result: A master list of vulnerable paths listpaths
listpaths = for i = diameter(G
′); i >= n; i−− do
listpaths− > listpaths+ algorithm 3(G′, n)
end
Algorithm 2: Algorithm to find all vulnerable paths in a network
Algorithm 2 is a iterative algorithm which starts at diameter of the network and call
algorithm 3 every time for decreasing values of i until the optional parameter of path
length (n) is met. The output is stored in a master list which is the final result of the
algorithm.
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Algorithm to find paths of length n
Data: 1) a directed graph G′ = (V,E′) consisting of vertices and edges where
edges represent vulnerability weights,
2)path length x.
Result: A master list of vulnerable paths of length x, mlist
for each available vertex v ∈ V do
Set its value to seen = 1 (seen(v) = 1);
if number of vertices |path| in the path equals the desired length (v′ == x)
then
Store path in master list (mlist = path)
else
Set “available vertices” to all unseen adjacent vertices(neighbor(v));
Repeat from top
end
Remove the latest vertex and add it to the path (path = path+ v);
Un-select the vertex (seen(v) = 0)
end
Algorithm 3: Algorithm to find paths of length x in a network
The primary task of algorithm 2 is to compute all paths of a given length in a
network. A detailed algorithm for that task is provided in algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 takes in a modified network (only consisting of vulnerable edges) G′
and an optional parameter x. This algorithm is a modular function to the algorithm 2.
It starts iterating over all available vertex. For each iterating vertex a flag is set and
the vertex is push to a current path. If the length of the path is of desired length x,
the algorithm adds the path in to the set of paths of length x. If the condition is not
satisfied, the algorithm sets all “available vertices” to all unseen vertices and repeats the
algorithm. Next the vertex in question is added to the path and the vertex is unselected.
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5.8 Experiments & Results
5.8.1 Datasets
Several real life datasets used in the last research are used in this research. The publicly
available datasets used in this paper are Epinions dataset [33], Slashdot dataset [34],
StackOverflow dataset and Twitter retweet dataset. The raw data for the StackOverflow
dataset was downloaded from Stackexchange archive1 . When an user marks another
user’s question as “favorite”, it is considered that a trust link has formed between the
2. The Twitter retweet dataset was made available. Retweeting in Twitter, refers to
the fact that the retweeter trusts the original tweeter‘s message. Thus, in this dataset,
retweeting is used as a proxy for trust.
The EQ2 dataset [22] used in this paper is a gaming log from EverQuest II developed
by Sony Online Entertainment. The data is collected over a 35 week period and is
completely anonymized. The data spans over various servers to make sure all types
of activities are captured. A summary of the network used is presented for a better
comprehension of the dataset.
Trust is an abstract concept. Proxies of trust are required to be identified which can
be scientifically mapped to the original concept of trust. In this dataset, to be housing
access in EverQuest II is identified as a proxy for trust.
EQ II: House Network
Every character in the game is entitled to buy in-game houses [78]. Houses serve as a
refuge to store in-game virtual items amassed in the game. Thus, from the perspective
of in-game wealth, houses are vitally important to their owners. In EverQuest II, a
player can “trust” his in-game friend and allow the person access to his/her house. The
friend can view, interact and move objects in and out of these houses. When an owner
of a certain house (henceforth referred to as the truster) grants access of his house to an
in-game friend (henceforth referred to as the trustee), an edge in the housing network is
introduced. Granting access to one‘s house to a different character in the game involves
risk since the trustee can “steal” objects from the house that the owner (truster) has
put effort to amass.
1 https://archive.org/details/stackexchange
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A snapshot of the datasets are provided in table 5.2 along with Cronbach’s α score
& involvement score for the datasets. The details of the public datasets are taken from
the Stanford Network Analysis Project‘s dataset collection 2 .
Table 5.1: Snapshot of the datasets used
Datasets Epinions Slashdot EverQuestII
Nodes 75879 77360 78125
Edges 508837 905468 180256
Nodes, edges in WCC 1.0, 1.0 1.0, 1.0 0.8,0.9
Nodes, edges in SCC 0.425, 0.872 0.909, 0.981 0.41, 0.78
Table 5.2: Snapshot of the datasets used
Datasets Nodes Edges Involvement Score
Stack Overflow 134523 1597888 0.552
EverQuest II 63918 128048 0.811
Epinions 75879 508837 0.667
SlashDot 77360 905468 0.552
Twitter 1012012 9013252 0.359
5.8.2 Experiments
The primary motivation behind the experiments section is to prove the usefulness of
the vulnerable paths in a social network. The first experiment provides a statistics on
the number of vulnerable paths present in a network. One of the input to the “Finding
Vulnerable Paths” algorithm is the vulnerability threshold α of a network. This part
of the research experiments with various sets of vulnerability threshold in a network.
The primary objective of this analysis is to figure out the various thresholds for various
social networks.
It was already proved that trustingness and trustworthiness of those individuals are
2 http://snap.stanford.edu/data/
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high in a network who have a high propensity to trust other and who are trustworthy
by nature respectively. The last study proved the hypothesis that if a person with high
trustingness is geodesically close to a person with high trustworthiness, a trust link
should form. The hypothesis used in this study is similar to the last one. Instead of
predicting links in the network, this work predicts paths in the social network. Moreover
this study looks at a neighborhood of 4− 6 hops. To exploit this hypothesis, the trust
prediction task proposed, compares this approach with state of the art trust scoring
approaches like Bias-Deserve by [73] and HITS by [35] used in the last study. A better
trust path prediction should validate the fact that the proposed idea conforms finding
vulnerable paths in a social network.
The prediction task was setup as a binary classification task where the attributes
were the scores from scoring algorithms. This would make the comparison a fair com-
parison. The positive instances in the dataset are the ones where the actual links were
present whereas negative instances were the ones where the links were absent but the
nodes were within a geodesic distance of 4− 6. The algorithms used were Bias-Deserve,
HITS and the Trust Scores algorithm. The results are tabulated in figure 4.3.
The second set of experiment demonstrated here is Precision @ K charts and Precision-
Recall curves. For these experiments, all nodes with highest trustworthiness-trustingness
are ranked product pairs within a certain geodesic distance. For precision @ K, the ra-
tio of number of links actually formed to K is checked. For precision-recall for each
precision, recall is plotted. By definition, a person with high trustingness should form
a link with a highly trustworthy person. Thus, if in reality this is happening in a real
social network, it provides the validity of the proposed concept.
5.8.3 Results
The results of analysis of investigating “Vulnerability Threshold” can be found in figures
5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 for the Epinions dataset. It can be seen in the figure 5.2 that as
vulnerability threshold α increases, the amount of paths decreases, which is what one
expects. The interesting takeaway from the figures is the fact that there are several
knees of the curves. Based on the requirement of the reader, he can choose set an α
for his study. Note setting a higher α puts more restrictions. But the paths so found
are highly vulnerable. On the other hand setting a lower α results in the algorithm
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including less vulnerable paths in the result set with a large number of candidate sets.
Thus if the application demands a high recall choosing a higher α is desirable whereas an
application demanding a higher precision should choose a lower vulnerability threshold.
Figure 5.2: Comparison of number of paths ≥ n against vulnerability threshold in
Epinions dataset. The right vertical axis in the chart represents the longest path for a
specific vulnerability threshold.
Next figures 5.3 and 5.4 shows the accuracies of the various algorithms. TS in the
legend refers to the Trust Score algorithm proposed in this study. BD refers to Bias-
Deserve from [73] and HITS refers to seminal work by Jon Kleinberg [35]. Moreover the
part “Path Length ¿= 2 ” refers to the fact that all paths are chosen whose length ≥ 2.
The x-axis in the figure shows vulnerability threshold and the y-axis refers to the F-1
score for predictive accuracy. For a fair comparison, TS Path Length ¿= 2 should be
compared to HITS Path Length ¿= 2 and BD Path Length ¿= 2 and so on and so forth.
It is evident that that the proposed vulnerable paths based on Trust Scores from last
chapter consistently outperforms the other 2 state of the art trust scoring algorithms
for various path lengths.
Figure 5.4 shows the Recall at K curve for top 200 nodes pairs in the algorithm. Here
too Trust Scores consistently outperforms its peers. Recall at K is chosen since in this
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Figure 5.3: Accuracies of various algorithms in detecting trust paths in Epinions dataset.
application of viral marketing the user is most interested in finding highly vulnerable
paths. He is more motivated by the fact that every vulnerable path should be discovered
even that means he has to sift through multiple false positives. None of these paths
should be left out. Thus recall is the perfect measure that the user intends to maximize
in this particular application which lead to this experiment.
5.9 Conclusion & Discussion
This study proposes a new method to perform viral marketing using the concept of trust
scores proposed in the last chapter. The primary idea in the study is to exploit the set
of hypotheses that if a person with high trustingness is geodesically close to a person
with high trustworthiness, a trust link should form. Moreover if a chain or path of such
individuals can be found in a network, a vulnerable path can emerge through which
influence can flow. Experiments on real life datasets show that the algorithm proposed
in this study has greater accuracy in identifying these in a social network compared to
other state of the art trust scoring algorithms like HITS and Bias-Deserve.
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Figure 5.4: Recall at K curve for various trust scoring algorithms in the Epinions dataset
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
The literature on computation trust is huge. Trust has been studied in various disciplines
and computer scientists have also joined in the effort. But the primary issue with these
studies has been the problem of studying trust in isolation. As was seen throughout
this thesis, trust has inter dependence on social interactions and studying or modeling
trust without the important factor of social interactions will not yield in successful
models. Moreover this study divides trust into various granularities and have identified
the problems that plague each of these granularity. For the dyadic granularity this
thesis has provided a entire state diagram of dyadic, identified various sub problems
in it and have studied each of them, formation, reciprocation and revocation. For the
global trust, this thesis has identified the social psychology that trust in humans tend to
follow negative feedback property and has leveraged it to propose scores and use these
scores in various applications like viral marketing.
6.2 Future Work
A number of problems were studied in this research. Answers to each of the sub-
problem in this thesis have opened new avenues to study newer problems which were
incomprehensible before this thesis. During the problem of identification of revocation,
the model using metadata based dataset failed to elicit comparable predictive results.
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A new avenue of study can ascertain the hypothesis stated in this thesis in section
3.9.3 and scientifically prove or disprove the hypothesis. Moreover figure 3.1 alludes
to a problem of cascading trust revocation which could not be studied due to lack of
data points. Cascading trust revocation can also be stated as “reciprocation of trust
revocation”.
Trust scores in social media TSM have various applications. One of the potential
application discussed in this thesis is viral marketing. Viral marketing leverages the
potential vulnerable paths in a social network and uses it to target consumers to sell
one’s products. Another application for the identifying vulnerable paths is to save
a network from rumor spread. Misinformation just like information can spread in a
network using the vulnerable paths. The idea of blocking rumor spread is to identify
these vulnerable paths and inoculate the actors in these paths with actors having very
low trustingness appearing in local neighborhood. Data to manipulate such hypothesis
is hard to come by and thus this question was also not investigated in this thesis.
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Appendix A
Trustingness & Trustworthiness:
A Pair of Complementary Trust
Measures in a Social Network
A.1 Experimental Evaluation
Throughtout this section, trustworthiness has been compared against indegree and au-
thority score [35] whereas trustingness has been compared to outdegree and hub score
[35] since the concepts can be considered analogous. Instead of using equations A.1 and
A.2 for normalization, a different scheme is used where by the scores are normalized
between 0 and 1.
∑
v∈V
Trustingness(v) = 1 (A.1)
∑
v∈V
Trustworthiness(v) = 1 (A.2)
A.1.1 Analysis of indegree and trustworthiness distribution
The first set of experiments are performed to analyze the distribution of indegree and the
trustworthiness scores of all actors across the network. Figure A.1 shows the different
graphs for the distribution of indegree and trustworthiness in various networks.
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(a) Distribution of in degree for the Epinions
dataset
(b) Distribution of trustworthiness for the Epin-
ions dataset
Figure A.1: Distribution of Trustworthiness and Indegree versus Frequency in Epinions
dataset.
Figures A.1 & A.2 is a plot of trustworthiness/in degree versus frequency. The plot
suggests the frequency of actors having a specific trustworthiness/in degree. The plot
in the inset the figures in A.1(a), A.1(b), A.2(a) & A.2(b) show a magnified version of
the original plot.
(a) Distribution of in degree for the SlashDot
dataset
(b) Distribution of trustworthiness for the Slash-
Dot dataset
Figure A.2: Distribution of Trustworthiness and Indegree versus Frequency in SlashDot
dataset.
An analysis of figures A.1 & A.2, show that the distribution for trustworthiness
is not smooth. The Epinions dataset has a number of disconnected components which
lead to the irregular distribution of trustworthiness in figure A.1(b). Moreover, it can be
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seen that there is a concentration of values at the lower range. Analysis of the SlashDot
dataset demonstrated in figure A.2 also shows similar results. The figures show that the
concept of trustworthiness can be compared to the concept of indegree, but is evident
that both are not the same.
A.1.2 Analysis of trustingness versus trustworthiness distribution
This section compares the trustingness score of each actor versus their trustworthiness
score. The x-axis in the sub figures represent an actor’s trustingness score whereas
the y-axis represents his trustworthiness score. Figure A.3 shows the distribution of
trustingness versus trustworthiness for each actor in the various networks.
Analysis of all three datasets show the fact that majority of actors in the network
tend to have low trustworthiness and trustingness scores. This is understandable since
most of the actors in these networks are not hyper-active. In Epinions dataset, the
actors tend to have higher trustingnessing score compared to trustworthiness score. As
mentioned earlier in the paper, it is easy to have a high trustingness score whereas
achieving a high trustworthiness score is tougher. In Epinions, actors trust each other’s
judgment for rating products and movies. An actor stands to lose less in terms of money
and time if he trusts a wrong person. On the other hand, in case of EverQuest II housing
networks, an actor stands to lose everything if he misplaces his trust. Thus, there are
very few actors having high trustworthiness score in the network. Even trustingness
scores are low too as is evident in figure A.3(b). SlashDot is a peculiar case in which the
trustingness score and the trustworthy score are positively co-related with each other
as can be seen in figure A.3(c).
A.1.3 Comparison with HITS
This experiment looks at the distribution of scores produced by a well known iterative
scoring algorithm HITS [35]. Authority scores are considered analogous to trustwor-
thiness scores whereas hub scores are considered analogous to trustingness scores. A
distribution of hubs versus authorities is performed for the two publicly available dataset.
Comparison of figure A.4(a) with A.3(a) and figure A.4(b) with A.3(c) demonstrates
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a similar trend in both the scoring algorithms. SlashDot dataset has a positive co-
relation between the two measures whereas the Epinions dataset lacks so. On a close
inspection it can be seen that the proposed approach leads to a higher variability in
trust scores. This is because of the model that has been proposed. The proposed model
takes into account both the quality and quantity of inlinks and outlinks and this results
in trust scores across a greater range.
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(a) Distribution of trustingness versus trustworthi-
ness for the Epinions dataset
(b) Distribution of trustingness versus trustwor-
thiness for the EverQuest II dataset
(c) Distribution of trustingness versus trustworthi-
ness for the SlashDot dataset
Figure A.3: Distribution of trustingness versus trustworthiness for each actor in various
networks
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(a) Distribution of hubs versus authority scores for
the Epinions dataset
(b) Distribution of hubs versus authority scores for
the SlashDot dataset
Figure A.4: Distribution of hubs versus authority scores for each actor in various net-
works
